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11Jason' s Cree:c" drai£ls a small basin in 2r:ctic li:1iestone te;:rain. 

It is frozen from September to late June, when temperatures rise above 

the freezing point and snowmelt commences. The spring snow:"J.21.t flood 

lasts for two weeks and is followed by a two-·month period during which 

discharge fluctuates diurnally at a iow level in response to ffietco~o-

logical variations, except afts:r rainst')rms which proc1uce sha.rply

defined floods. Transportation of suspended sediment is considerable 

whe.;1 the stream is in flood; solute col1centration var:Les inversely wi'.:h 

discharge, and at low <..ii.sc.h2rget> dissolved load iG the. major component 

of total stream load. The solutional capacity of silowrne.lt water in this 

hig,h-lat:itude lccality appears to be less than that of water draining 

lir11e.t:.tone terrains in Vlarmel." clln1a tes. 
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HYDROLOGICA1 AND GEOHORPHOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS 


ON A HIGR LATITUDE DRAINAGE BASIN: 


11 JASON'S CR£1.<;K11 
, SOUTH-WEST DEVON ISLAND, N.W.T. 


J. Graham Cogley 

ABSTRACT 

"Jason's Cree1tis a stream draining 2.2 k.m2 of arctic limestone 

terrain. Its annual regi.:1.le consists of a ten-month period in which it 

is frozen to its bed, a short spring flood which occurs shortly after 

tenp0ratures cross the freezing-point in late June, and a period of about 

two months during which ciisc:har3e is relatively low and fluctuat<~s diurnally 

in response lo inputs of ~a<liative and heat energy to the snci\-:pack. In 

1970, the spring flood occ<1pfed the first two we.ek::> of .July and effected 

the discharge of some ni;.1e-t:cnths cf total annual runoff. Tne low flow 

period was pu-;ictua.ted by r;:-dnstorms whic:h generated sh.:crply-Jefincd floods: 

basin response was rapid 2.nd efficient, for storm runoff is facilitated 

over the unvegetated ground and tlorougl: the shallow active layer above the 

permafrost table. Covariance and spectral analyses suggest a basin lag 

tilile of ;;::ive hours, both for low discha.rges of sno\·Jmelt water and flooJ 

discho.:i:.:gc of rai1Lwa tc;_-. li: 2ppears, fro;-.1 the spectra of the time series, 

that radi.etLon :i.s a better inc1ex of snownielt dischcirge than is te;J1~pe:rHture. 

Nost of the. anPua:i. rc:r.ov2l of sed;Lme:J.t from the basin tc;.l:es place 

during the s;:iring f looci, ,,;'hen the stream is turb:i,d and movement of channel 
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bed material is vigorous, In the longer period after the ;flood the ma;Ln 

component of stream load is the solute 1oad. The concentration of 

dissolved material varies inversely while suspended sedime;:it concentra

tion varies directly with discha.rge. Solute concentrations are low'.'.'r than 

those commonly found in lirr.estone streams at low2r latitudes, suggesting 

that in "Jason's Creek11 the increased solubility of co2 at low temperatures 

is more than counteracted by a decre2se in the rate of solution of CaC03' 

There are also indications that the concentration of CO in snowmelt w::tter 
2 

may be smaller, in absolute terms, than in rainwater. 

The role of water is crucial in many processes acting on slopes 

and deliveriug detritus to stream channels; rills, for example, reraove 

ions in solution ar;d fine particles in suspension, notably from the base 

of talus slopes} and lubricz,tion of the active layer after rainstCJrms 

generates bowl-sljde and mudfi.ow activity. 

x 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND REVIE'i-J 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Natural systems which process water through the terrestrial phase 

of the hydrological cycle are complex in detail and are often immune to 

hydrological analysis. Modelling and simulation of such systeras usually 

involve simplification and the elimination from consideration of certain 

aspects of the system. One alternative to simplification is to consider 

a naturally simple system and subsequently to develop more complete 

descriptions of related complex systems, having elucidated fjrst the more 

simple structure. 

This dissertation is a first attempt at elucidation of the proper-

ties of the arctic drainage basin. The surface hydroJogy of a high-arctic 

watershed i.s sir:lple in two impo:.tant respects: there is no ground\rn tcr, 

and vegetation is almost completely absent. In the Queen Elizabeth Islands 

permafrost is universal, and the maximum depth to which the ground thaws 

in summer is less than one met.re; groundwater movement: does not take pla.ce, 

and the only componei.l.ts of water flow v.'hich n~2d to be considered are 

- overland flow, rill flow and channel flow, together \Jith nini:e.rflow" 

through the active layer. The absence of vcg2t'.ltion implies, f:i n,t.Jy, 

that little hindrance. is offe.red to the move1:1ent of water out of the basir!, 

and secondly that the siga:Lficance of vegetal and soil carbon dioxide is 

slight. This second point is of some geomorphic importance, particu1-arly 

1 
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in lime.stone terrains. A further implication is tba.t tra,nspiration :may 

be neglected; evaporation, being difficult to monitor in an area where 

overnight freezing complicates pan measurement, has also been neglected in 

this study, although its importance may be greater than has Ilitherto been 

imagined. 

These simplifying factors give reason for hope that a relatively 

accurate and rigorous description of the surface runoff system in the 

High Arctic may be a feasible proposition. This thesis does not contain 

such a description, but it is believed that it indicates some directions 

in which invest:Lgation will lead to the. synthesis of this type of des

cription. 

Tnere are three principal foci of study in t!1e. thesis: the 

structure of the snowmelt runoff system, the behaviour of components of 

the carbonate solution system, anci the r;eomorphic role in general of 

running water in ths cold-climatP- environment. 

The Sf!.OWJnelt runoff ~Y;Stem: 

Aspects of the snowmelt runoff system, such as the ma:r:-ked diurnal 

component of variation in snm·nael t discharge and the relationship of this 

variation with meteorological parameters, have been studied with a view to 

providing the groundwork for a functional description of these relation

ships. At the diurnal scale the ~elationships appear to be fairly simple, 

but the probl.=>ms involved at the annual scale, such as prediction of the 

course and timir;.g of the spring flood in terms of the meteorological 

variables vohich produce it., m2y prove more difficult. Interruption of 

the diurnal pattern of discharge by rainstorm events may be treated by 
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conventional hydrological techniques incorporated with the functional 

description approach. 

The statement that arctic drainage basins are relatively simple 

systems should not obscure the fact that in this study further artificial 

simplification has nevertheless been necessary. The most serious over

simplifications which have been made are the neglect of evaporation and 

the omission of measurements of the movement of water through the active 

layer and over the ground surface. The latter omission can be partly 

justified with reference to an early decision to treat the system as a 

11black box" and to refrain from highly-detailed observation of its internal 

characteristics; this decision also explains in part the lack of detailed 

observations on the melt-generating processes occurring above and within 

the snowpack. All of thess should., however, receive attention in future 

research. 

Carbonate solution: 

1'Jason' s Creek" drains an area of limestone bedrock mantled by 

calcareous till and other loose material, and the significance of the 

absence of vegetatioa in t~e context of carbonate solution has already 

been mentioned.. One probleB which has been the sub~ect of ciebate in the 

recent past concerns clim.ati~ controls over r&tes of limestone erosion; 

Cor.bel (l':J59) argued that: these rates were greater at high latitudes while 

oth.ers, nots_bly Bl:igli (1960) and SHeeting (1966), contended that such a 

generalization was unjustifiable and even incorrect. The results of 

observations on "Jason's C1:eek" are persuasive against Corbel, -and sugge.::>t 

a. connection with th.e findings of Ek (1964, 1966) and ;Ford (1971, in press) 
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concerning co2 -· depletion in snow and ice. However, reasonable series 

of measurements for only three variables (dissolved calcium and magnesium, 

and pR} were obtained in the present study, and more thorough investig::t

tion is warranted, particularly so since the arctic environment provides 

a "field laboratory" in which the problematical features of limestO.fl.e 

solutional processes may be studied without the complicating factor of 

co2 contributions from plants and humus. 

Running water in the periglacial environment: 

A third purpose of this dissertation is to advance and justify the 

opinion that the geomorphic role of water, and specifically of running 

water, has been underestimate::l in the past, to the detriment of fuller 

understanding of the periglacial <lenudation process both as a whole and 

in detail. Periglacial investigations have hitherto concentrated on 

obvious and distinctive cryogenic features whereas the more "mundane" 

aspects of denudation, such as erosi0n and transportation by fluvial 

agency, have been all but ignored. It is true that the flow season lasts 

only for some two to three months (in the Queen Elizabeth Islands), but 

this period is the same one :in which all processes operate; outside of it, 

geomorphic activity of any kind is usually considered to be minimal. 

Fluvial transportation of sediment and solutes is an important agenl of 

denudation in periglacial regions, and fluvial landforms develop and 

become significant features of the landscape at high latitudes just as 

th.ey do at lo,1er latitudes. 

:Furthermore, the rol2 of water in the development of landforms 

which are usually discussed as cryogenj_c features is often considered as 
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subordina,te to those cryogenic ,featu:res oi their deyelop;rrent. lt has 

been said that "Perma,£rost is th_e common denominator of the periglacial 

environment" (Pewe, ed., 1969, p. 4), and thjs is substantially correct, 

but in processes such as rapid slope movements - mudflows, bowl slides 

and, very probably, the movement of soliflual lobes - the presence of 

permafrost is a permissive rather than an active factor. The permafrost 

table provides a hard, impermeable surface; the processes of movement 

act over this surface, within the unfrozen active layer. 

There is a fourth aspect of this study which shculd be mentioned. 

The mere collection of data in a region which happens to be remote is not 

an especially corrunenclable scientific exercise, and is certainly no justi

fication in its:.:..1£ for a study of this kind. However, knowledge of the 

surface hydrology and fluvial geomorphology of the High Arctic is un

deniably slight, as ths ::parsity of the literature on these subjects; 

examined in the next section, will attest, A general, qualitative 

description can be provided from the work of Cook (1967) and of Pissart 

(1967}, and from similar studies made in Alaska and elsewhere. But 

actual hydrological and geomorpholcgical data from the region are extremely 

small in quantity, and Lhis dissertation may go some of the way towards 

filling this basic gap in knowledge and placing qualitative statements 

a.bout the area on a firmer and somewhat more accurate footing. 

II. REVIEW OF TE.E LITERATURE 

The underestimation of fluyial processes alluded to above is well 

exemplif i,2d in the majo;r geomorphological texts on periglacial forms and 

processes. Pcwe (ed., 1969) does not refer to stream action at alL 
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Tricart (1970) states that fluyj.al actiy;lty in cold climatic regions is 

of little importance, while Bird (1967) and Embleton and King (1968) 

treat the subject in cursory fashion, although they admit that its 

importance may in fact be appreciable. This cursory treatment may reflect 

a lack of detailed information rather than errors of judgement. 

Work has been clone on the hydrology of the Canadian High Arctic 

by Cook (1967) and Pissart (1967). Cook's research on the R. Mecham 

established a general picture of the behaviour of this arctic stream 

(Fig. 1: 1), although he gives only measurements of maximum daily stream 

velocity. There is no indication of how these maxima were arrived at, 

or of the volume of discharge to which they correspond. The general 

picture which Cook describes is of a hydrological year separated into 

five components: a period of snow accumulation from September to June; 

a pre-melt period in .Tune when snow is lost "chiefly through sublimation"; 

a period of intense:. melting, of perh:ips a week's duration, betHeen the 

t:lme when daily mean air temperature rises above o0 c, and the. com;nr,nce·

1aent of flow; a period of catastrophic flood la.sting approximately ten 

days, during which about S'.)~~ of total yearly runoff is discharged; a~1cl a 

period of sharply decreased flow from early June until the river fre.ezes 

to the botto;n in Sept.ernbe.r. This final period is punctuated by floods 

following occ2.sicnal heavy rcdns torms, which characterize arctic su.n:ners. 

Cook's descript:i.0a of the annual regime in the High Arctic is a good one, 

and suffers only from its ~eneral nature. 

Pissart, in his pA.per on runoff act:i.vity c>.t Mould Bay, Prince 

;E'at:rick Island, si.xessr::·s char:JctP-ristics s;.teh as the melting of tbe sncw 

whilt? the air tewpeniture l'E'.ffeains be1ou L.·eezjng, the flow of wc.:.ter benec..th 

http:descript:i.0a
http:fluyj.al
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snow patches which washes the underlying surface, and the ~low of wa.ter 

for a substantial part of th2 flood period in snow-and ice-floored 

channels. These characteristics are certainly important, but Pissart 

has underestimated the erosional role of streamflow in the arctic environ

ment. Again, his description is qualitatively accurate but lacking in 

detailed dc:ta. 

Czeppe (1965) has published one of the few accounts of the activity 

of running water in high latitudes outside Canada. His conclusions, also 

qualitative, agree with those of Cook and Pissart, although his sugges

tions that sheet flow is more important than linear flow and that running 

water acts mainly as a redistributing and much less as a removing agent 

are difficult to accept. These suggestio1.1s may m:- rnay not reflect real 

differences between th.e environments of Vestspitsbergen and the Canadian 

arctic islands. 

Several publications have dealt with runoff hydrology and geo-· 

morphology in Alaska. Dingman (1966 A, B) and Brown, Dingman 2.ncl Lewellen 

(1968) studied small d::cainage basins near Fail.:banks and Barrow :cesp2c tively, 

and produced detailed hy<lrograph a:'.lalyscs and records of stream water 

chemistry and sediment concentrations. That the results of these studies 

differ markedly in some respects from those of the present study can be 

attributed to differing basin characteristics and to differing environ

mental conditions. Precipitation and mean temperati.;re are higher in 

central Ala.3k2; this leads to a di;:ninution i.n t.:he pru,tiine;:u:e of the sp>:"ir.g 

flood and to an increase in storm runoff lag time per unit area, for the 

dense vegetation mat c:.nd relatively deep active layer inc:re2,se b2sin 

storage capacity considerably. That different envircmrental C(1ndit:.ion;-; 

http:suggestio1.1s
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l
...,prevail in different circumpolar regions of course, a fact which
"'' 

should not be forgotten. 

Other studies of Alaskan streams include those on Ogotoruk Creek, 

north-west Alaska, by Waller (1966), Likes (1966) and Lamar (1966). As 

in the case of Glenn Cree~~, the subject of Dingman's study, runoff response 

to inputs of precipitation was relatively slow and attenuated because of 

the presence of a vegetation cover. In both Ogotoruk Creek and Glenn 

Creek a more substantial proportion of annual runoff is derived from 

summer precipitation than is the case in the High Arctic. 

Arnborg, Walker anJ Peippo (1965, 1967) have worked on the Colville 

River in northern Alaska, finding that 43% of total annual runoff and 73% 

of total annual sediment lead were discharged during a three-week period 

in June. The basin of the Colvil.le R. is one of the largest to lie wholly 

2within the Arctic Circle, covering 50000 km ; maximum discharges reach 

6000 m 3Is, and a maxi_!~~urn suspended sedin1ent concentration of 1658 p.p.m~ 

3at a discharge of 5050 rn /s was noted in 1962. 

In contexts other than the strictly hydrological, research relat~d 

to the present study has been done by Mackay (1963) and henoch (1960) on 

the fluviomorphic features of the lower Mackenzie R., by Anderson and 

Hussey (1962) on transportati~rn and deposition of material on alluvial 

fans in the Sagavanirktok basin, north-eastern Alaska, and by Cawley, 

Holland and Burruss (1969) on the chemistry of Skjalfandaflj6t, a river 

draining basaltic terrain in north-central Iceland. 

Several studies of glacier-melt runoff have been made, notably by 

Keeler (1964) on the Sverdrup Glacier, north-east Devon Island, by Adams 

(1966) on the White Glacier, Axel h2ib-c:-g Island, by Rainwater and Guy 

http:Colvil.le
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(1961) on the Chan,berlin Glacier, Alaska, by Dayis and Nichols (19682 on 

the Surko and Scheuren Rivers, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, a.nd by Stenborg 

(1970) on the Mikka Glacier in northern Sweden. These studies have 

established the dependence of discharge fluctuations of diurnal and longer 

period on meteorological fluctuations. ¢strem (1970) and Gudmundsson and 

Sigbjarnarson (1970) are currently pursuing research on the correlation of 

meteorological and glaciohydrological records in southern Norway and 

Iceland respectively. ¢strem indicates that in certain circumstances wind 

speed and humidity may be highly correlated with rneltwater runoff. 

A general study of the geomorp:'.1ology of south-east Cornwallis 

Island, an area essentially similar to south-west Devon Island, has been 

made by Robitaille (1959, 19Ei0). His appreciation of the importance of 

fluvial processes is good, althout;h. acquired without measurer.1ent: 

"Bier. entendu, c'est le gel qui Joue actuellement le 
role pr~dominant, mais son action se conjugue souvent 
a celles d 1 autr es processus PK•rphog~netiques. Parmi 
ceux-ci, les p:rocessus flcvi:itil2s ne sont pas les 
mains importants 11 

• 

He suggests that the wide valleys found on Corm.rallis Island \·rerc eroded 

in the Pliocene, and that the strear.1s occ:upying them at present are flow

ing at or just below preglacial base level. The validity of this cugg~s-

tion is not. of concern here; it is fitti:::i.g, however, to remark tt~at 

"Jason's Creek11 is very probably a stream of post-glacial origin. 

Seve~al studies of coastal processes in the Radstock Bay area of 

Devon Island have been publ.:i_si\ed by members of ti1e NcMaster. Aretic Re.search 

Group (Owens, 1969; McCc:nn and Ow~ns, 1969; Owens and McCan:::i, 1970; Nc:Can1.1 

a:id f.1.'.lnn12ll, 1971). Rerr:.oval of littoral material by wave action, longshore 

http:strear.1s
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drift and ice rafting is probably responsible, together with fluyial 

discharge of solid and dissolved sediffient, for the major portion of total 

transfer of material from land surface to sea in the High Arctic at the 

present time. 



CHAPTER II 

PEYSIOGRAPHIC AND CLIMATIC 


CHARACTERISTICS OF SOUTH-WEST DL'VON ISLAND 


Geological history: 

Bedrock in the Rads tock Bay area of Devon Island (Fig. 2: 1) is 

limestone of the Middle Silurian Read Bay Formation ~ortier et al., 1963). 

The beds of crinoidal, corallian, dolomitic and argillaceous limestone 

dip gently to the north-west at angles of c.40 , although in small foJ.ds 

at a scale of a few metres dips are steeper. A plateau in i::he limestone 

at 280-320 m a.m.s.l. is thoughtto represent the Barrow Surface, which 

was developed late in the Tertiary period. The plateau is bounded by 

steep waJls mantled with accumulations of talus. Where basal removd ::if 

the talus hy wave and current: activ::i_ty is effective, cliffs have forrnc.:L 

Glaciation of the area during the Quaternary is evidenced by the 

presence of igneous erratics and deposits of till on the plateau surface. 

Tracing of the origin of the erratics is being attempted; it is suspected 

that they con;,e from the east. The till is compo.;ed of fine material with 

occasional_ shelJy fragments, and ov2rlies much of the plateau to a depth 

equal to or greater than that of the maximum seasonal thaw. 

Events following the disappearance of the Q1.•aternary ice an:~ 

dcmina ~:ed by the chaEgi:1g relationship between seo and lar:.d levels. An 

icitial rise in s2a level resultifig from the melting of glacier ice, and 
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isostatic uplift of the land, haye led to the formation of flights of 

raised beaches descer.ding f;rom 120 m to present sea level. These raised 

beaches are arranged around the flanks of th..e plateau. Post-glacial 

dissection of the plateau by fluvial activity has produced steep-sided 

valleys such as that of "Jason's Creek". 

The 11Jason's Creek" drainag~ basin: 

The basin of "Jason's Creek" drains a portion of an outlier of the 

plateau which lies between Raclstock Bay and Gascoyne Inlet (Fig. 2:2). 

Two strike streams, the "North Branch" and "South Branch", unite to form 

"Jason's Creek" proper, which occupies a deep rip gully cutting fL_-orn "est 

to east against the strike (curving from SSW to i.i!W). The raised beach 

sequence flanking this secti0n of the plateau consists 0£ a series of 

former spits which.. grew from the headland of Cape Liddon to the sou th, 

at a tangent to the plateau \/all. Between the plateau wall and the spit 

sequence there was a narrow lagoon, into which "Jason's Creek" built a 

sma]..1 deltaic fan. With continued isostatic uplift, ho\\'Eover, ti1e stream 

has eroded through the littoral sediments and ·new flows directly into 

Radstock Bay. Most of the basin of "Jason's Creek11 carries a regolith of 

till, coarse talus, littoral sediment or soliflual material. Talus is 

found on the steep walls of the rip gully and on the short stretches of 

plateau wall located within the drainage Lasin. Soliflual downslope 

movern.ent of the regolith is or has been fr1portant, and lobate or stri.ped 

flow features are abundant. 

The grounc: is froz.cn throughout the ar.e:::. ar..d tha,>:s in st·mr:e.r to an 

average depth of 1/ 2 :mct;i,-e. Geomorph:Lc activity is conc2nt:..·ate:d in th:Ls 
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shallow active layer. The ground surface is bare, with a very sparse 

vegetal cover of from one to five percent. Vegetation is localized in 

areas of greater moisture availability, and low-growing species of moss, 

grass, poppy and dwarf willow are the only ones present. 

Climate: 

Climatic control of geomo:i:-phic activity is marked at high latitudes 

in the obvious sense that geomorphic activity is more or less confined to 

periods when temperatures are above freezing-point. The climatic back

ground to the immediate meteorological variations which are discussed in 

a later chapter as inputs to the "Jason's Creek" runoff system are, how

ever, deserving of attenU_on, for some significant points are brought to 

light in such a general treatment. 

Winter in the High Arctic is characterized by the early develop

ment of an anticyclonic system in the western Arctic. This anticyclone 

expands eastwards to cover most of the area between the Queen Elizabeth 

Islands and Hudson's Bay by about November, and remains as a more or less 

permanent featu:::-e of the arctic weathc~r m::i.p for the remainder of the 

winter. In early spring (May), the anticyclone begins to weaken. J.'he 

general NW - SE circulation of air from the Arctic High to the Iceland-

Baffin Low begins to be disrupted as the tracks of eastward-moving. 

depressions are shifted into the Canadian Arctic from their more southerly 

winter locations. Most of these depressions move over the northern 

continental mainland or the south:n:n :i.slands (Fig. 2:3). Their passase 

in the Cornwallis - Devon area is marked by backing of the prevailing NW 

wind into the S or SE; a period of strong southerly wind is often terminated 
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Fig. 2: 3 Major and seco!1dary depressic,n tracks ove;'. Canada 

(after Meteorological Branch, L. O. T., 1970). 
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by a precipitation event, following which winds decrease and veer once 

more into the i~{. ln the autumn (September and October}, incursions of 

cold air from the Arccic Occa11 and Beaufort Sea over the arctic islands 

becorne more frequent. lnstabilities result from the passage of these 

cold air masses over re.la ti11ely warm land and water surfaces, and September 

and October are the stormiest months of the year. Almost all of the 

precipitation on the arctic islands occur in association with cyclonic 

fronts or unstable situations of the warm ground-cold air type. It 

follows from this statem2nt. that most of the precipitation occurs in 

sunuuer and autumn. That sizeable proportion (some 47;0 which occurs in 

sunuuer consists almost e-.i.tirely of rainfall; Thomas and Thompson (1962) 

discuss an unusually wet summer, that of 1960. The proportion which 

occurs in autumn falls as snow. In an average year, then, a relatively 

large amrJunt of th2 tutal prc::c:!..~itation (considering that this is itself 

a small amountl runs off the ground, doing geo;norphic work in the process 

(Fig. 2:4). Nost of the rest goes into snowpack storage for eight to 

ten months of the year before running off in the spring flood. This means 

that most of th_e sno\,'pack is nolcl': by springtime, wldch may be signifi.cant 

in relation to the solutional capacity of the sno\vmelt water (Chapter VIII). 

The above climatic summary is based on and partly excerpted from 

11 Cli1aate of the C&nadian Arctic-" (Meteorological Branch, Department of 

Tr~nsport, 1970). 

An important point ,,·Lich is not revealed by a brief study of the 

meteo:tologica:L records of arctic weather stations is the signi£:Lcar,ce of 

"trace" precipitation events in high-latitude areas (Cook, 1960; Black, 

1954). A ''trace" of rainwater is a quantity so small that it fails to 
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moisten the ground sur,face; conyentionally, falls o,f less than 0.005 inc.hes 

(0.127 nun) are recorded as traces. A trace of snowfall may not moisten 

the ground surface, but if trace snowfalls accumulate as is the case during 

the arctic winter, the acc.umula tion may represent an appreciable qua.ntity. 

Thus, the Resolute A meteorological station recorded traces of precipita

tion in 396 of the approximately 1100 six-hourly periods in the winter of 

1969-70 (Fig. 2: 5}. Depending on the actual size of each trace, the 

accumulation of the 396 traces of snow may represent anywhere from perhaps 

ten to fifty millimetres of water-equivalent precipitation, or from twelve 

to sixty-two percent of the total recorded precipitation. It can be 

dangerous, therefore, to work with recorded precipitation in the Arctic 

if, for example, snowpack volume is of importance in development p]_anning 

and design, or if total watershed budgets are to be estimated. 



CHA:E'TER III 

METilODS OE DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

The collection of data for this study was organized in terms of 

the input and output of the "Jason's Creek" watershed, considered as an 

open system. The inputs in this case are essentially meteorological and 

the outputs are streamflow parameters. The watershed system was for the 

most part treated as a "black box", although so:ne qualitative observations 

are included in this presentation. Systematic meas,irements were made of 

one intermediate variable, namely ground temperature in the uppen:1ost 

one metre, and irregularly collected data on water quality within the 

basin al'.:e used in the discussion on solutional activity. 

Met~.5!.E.9._logi.cal var_iables: 

The meteorological variables monitored were temperature, incoming 

shortwave radiation, relative humidity, precipitation, wind speed and wind 

direction. 

Temperature and relative humidity were recorded on Lambrecht 

thermohygrographs mounted in Stevenson screens at 1.3 m above ground level. 

Calibration of the tenqeJ.:atu:re clirve, traced by the expansion and con

traction of a bimetallic strip, was done by comparing readings on the chart 

with readings of a :rae.rcury thermometer mounted in the same screeLl. The 

hyg1:ograrh curye was traced by fluct11ations :in the weight of a set of 

tensioned hairs. One of the t:1e.n1ohygrographs wa.s installed at the bas2 
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camp site at the mouth of :rJason's Creek11 
; the secon<l instrument vas 

installed at a site in the south-eastern part of the plateau section of 

the basin, at a height of 275 m a.m.s.l. 

Incoming shortwave radiation was measured with a Casella bime

tallic actinograph, 2nd hourly values for radiation were derived by 

planimetering the areas beneath sections of the actinograph curve. The 

bimetallic strip was protected against changes in ambient temperature by 

a perspex dome. The accuracy and sensitivity of this instrument are 

rather low; it ·was used however, because of its robustness and its trouble

free operation in the field,and because relative if not absolute accuracy 

was acceptable. Shortwave radiation was also an acceptable surrogate for 

net radiation si.nce an all-wdve radiorr.eter was not available. 

rn~cipitation was collected in a. tipping-bucket rain-gauge, which 

produced a jump in the pea-trace on a recording chart E:ach time one of 

the buckets tipped. The buckets are tooled so as to tip on the accumula

tion of 0.01 inches (0.25Lf rn..rn) of raiawater. The rainwater was collected 

in the base of the rain-gauge, and the depth of precipitation indicated 

on the ch2.rt record was fo;,.md to be consistently reproducible by me.u.sure

ment of the total rain-gauge catch in a graduated cylinder. 

Wind speed was measured periodically by inspection of the mi.leage 

recorded on a Casella anemometer. Cardinal wind direction was noted 2t 

each wind speed ,;:easurement an::l. also s.t other times. A log cf cloud cover, 

fog conditions and cu:crenl wEoather was also maintained. 

With the exception of the temperature and relative h11midity records 

obtained for the 11,Platc:rn" station, all meteorologica.l obsecvations were 

at th_e base camp site at tbe inouth_ of "Jason's Creek11 
, and th<', meteoro--



logical record is taken to refe;r to this locat;i,on (J;ig. 3: l)_ unless 

another location is mentioned. 

Ground temperature was measured at six sites on the north and 

south-facing valley slopes 300 m upstream from the mouth of the creek. 

The potential difference in millivolts of copper-constantan thermocouples 

near the ground surface and at 0.1 m intervals from 0.1 to 1.0 m below 

ground level were measured with a switchbox and potentiometer. Cali

bration of the copper-constantan wire to evaluate the relationship 

between millivolts and degrees Centigrade had been performed prior to 

emplacement in 1969 of the rods bearing the: thermocouples. 

Streamflow parameters: 

The output variables recorded at the mouth of "Jason's Creek" 

were discharge and stream velocity, concentration of dissolved calcium 

and magnesium, pl:-1 and concentration of suspended sediNent. Some thirty 

water samples were stored and analyzed at Ncllaster University, on a 

:Perkin-Elmer 303 atomic absorption spectrophotometer, for dissolved sodium, 

potassium, iron and aluminium. 

Chemical measurements: 

Calcium and magnesium in solution were measured by titration of 

50 ml samples with E.D.T.A. in the presence of Eriochrome Black T iri<licc:.

tor and ammon:ia buffer solut.Lon (Schwarzenbach, 1951). Calc:Lum alone 

was measured similarly using Calcon indicator and sod:irnn. hydroxide buffer 

solution, and the concentrati.on of magnesium was obtained by subtraction 

of the: result of the second titi.-ation from ti-lat of the first. The 

+ . 
acc'lracy of these me2surenents i~ withjn the ranee -· 3 mg/l; most of the 

http:concentrati.on
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Fig. 3:1 Meteorological sta~ion near the mouth 

of "Jason's Creek". 

Fig. 3:2 Stage recorder installation. 
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analyses were performed within four hour,s of sample collection and all 

were performed within twelve hours. A battery-operated Metrohm E280A pH 

meter, with manual temperature compensation, was used to measm_·e pH. 

Difficulties were experienced with the acquisition of reliable values 

for pH because of slow electrode response in the cold water of the samples. 

The difficulties were partly overcome by allowing the samples to come to 

tent temperature (approximately io0 c), but this procedure may have 

introduced errors into the absolute detennination of pH. Following the 

procedure consistently, however, has probably reduced the relative error 

to acceptable proportions; the measurement accuracy is probably within 

-0.2 pH units, the tendency being towards underestimation because of the 

sluggish electrode response. 

Several measurements of Ca , Mg and pH were made on samples 

collected at various times from various points within the "Jason's Creek11 

basin, in addition to the measurements of regularly collected sampJes f::.om 

the creek itself at the mauth of the basin. 

Sediment measurements: 

Suspended sediroent samples were collected with a United States 

Ge0logical Survey depth-integrating, hand-held DH-Li8 sampler. The ;:;ethod 

of collection is to lower the sampler from stream surface to channel Led 

at a constant rate determined by stream velocity and depth, and on reach

ing the bed to raise th2 sample to the surfac.e at tbe san1e rate. i,!hile 

the scirnpler is immersed, stream water passes through a 0.6 mm nozzle into 

the sample bottle. The 380 ~· 440 cm3 sample is capped and stored. 

Analysis of the suspen2ed sediment so.mples for ·c0ncentra ti.on of 

sediment by weight was performed by adding HCl as floceulent to the SC\nl!lles, 
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filte;clng, and vJeighing the accumulation of sediment on the filters. The 

analyses were made in the laboratory of the International Biological 

Programme Char Lake Project at Resolute, Cornwallis Island, N.W.T. 

Discharge: 

Stream velocity was measured with a Price type current meter 

mounted on a top-setting wading rod and, during periods of low flow, with 

a pygmy current meter. The pygmy meter operates on the saroe principle a.s 

the Price type meter: stream flow causes cups to rotate about an axis 

and send acoustic signals to a headphone. It is scaled, however, to two

fifths of the size of the larger meter. 

Discharge was calculated by the conventional area-velocity te·.:li

nique. }'rom 17 July to 15 August a Leupold and Stevens Type E stage 

recorder was maintained (Fig. 3:2), and a rating-curve derived for the 

stage-discharge relationship by cccasional area-velocity measurements of 

discharge. J?or this period, therefore, hou:r:ly values of discharge are 

available. 

Analysis of data: 

Correlation and least-squares analyses have been performed on the 

principal streamflow variabJes, and the results of these analyses are 

discussed in Chapter VIII. The relationships between inputs and output 

of the "Jason's Cr2ek" watershed system have been investigated with the 

aid of covariance and c:pcc tral ar..alysis. The ccmpute:r program used for 

this analysis was the Biomedical progra,ra B:r-ID02T, ",Autocovarianc.e and 

Power Spectral An::tlysis". The analyt:Lcal techniques are exyiJ ained in 

Chapter V, and a detailed description of the progr2m may be found in 
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"Biomedical Compute):; Programs", W. J, Dixon, ed., pp. !159-73. In addi

tion to covariance and spectral density functions, the program computes 

coherence and transfer functions between time series. However, in deal

ing with weakly Gaussian time series the coherence square, which is an 

analogue in the frequency domain of the conventional square of the 

correlation coefficient, is apt to become unstable and to give meaninz

less values. The transfer functions computed by the program are to c. 

certain extent inapplicable, and neither coherence square nor transfer 

function results are used in the discussion of Chapters V and Vl. 



CHAPTER IV 

SEQUENCE OF HYDROLOGICAL EVENTS IN 1970 

Discharge from "Jason's Creek" in the hydrological year 1970 began 

on 26 June (Jig. 4: 1). Sno>Melt commenced at a date somewhat earlier than 

this, but the process of snowpack ripening was incomplete by 0800 h on 

26 June, when a rainstorm which delivered more than 12 mm of rain in five 

hours commenced. Thermograph records which begin on 24 June indicate that 

temperature rose above o0 c between 1130 h and l/;30 h on 25 June, cmd 

snowmelt was observed before that date (Fig. 4: 2). 

On 19 June snowcover over the basin of 11Jason's Creek" was very 

close to 100%. Near the mouth of the creek, a constricted section of the 

channel 100 rn from the mouth was choked with snow to a depth of 5 m or 

more, and :pits dug 80 m upstream from the mouth and at the mouth itself 

were 3. 43 m and 1. 49 m deep respectively. The mean density of ten 500 

cm3 samples of ;:;now fl.om the first pit was 0.4-95 g/cm3 , and from the 

second pit 0.498 g/cm3 No trend was apparent with depth (Fig. 4:3), and 

the extre~e values were 0.56~ g/c~3 (at 0.5 m from the surface cf pit 

3 
no. l) and 0.381> g/cm (at 1.25 m from the surf.o.r.e of pit no. 2). Tf:mp

erature in pit no. ~ varied from+ 0.3°c at the surface to -O.OS0 c at 

the bB.se. Sever~! ice layers fr.0111 2 to 10 cm :Ln thickness were present 

in the walls of each pit. The rathe::: hit;h density values indicate that 

snowpack ripening was under w-a.y b~y 22 - 23 June., the dat~s on ,,,1•icb the 
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pits were dug; meltwate;r was seer.. to be present in some hor:Lzons of the 

snowpack but it was not possible to make measurements of free water 

content. After the storm of 26 June> both of the pits became flooded to 

within 0.25 m of the snow surface, which was slushy. Streamflow over the 

snow surface was observed at 1600 h on 27 June, disappearing into the lee 

of the snowdrift which occupied the constricted section upstream of pit 

no. l (Fig. 4:4). Discharge at 2330 h was 0.107 m3/s. 

By 24 June, snowcover in the valley section upstream of the snmv

drift had decreased to 75 - 80%. This decrease was accomplished in part 

through mechanical disintegration of the snowpack and in part through 

snowrnclt. Crevasses representing the outcrops of shear planes were 

visible in many places, and along the valley walls sn::>w boulders ;1e::-e 

breaking away froin the oyerhanginr; cornices at the crests of the valley-

wall slopes. The larger snow boulders ploughed considerable amounts of 

snow before them clown the slope (Fig. 4: 5). 

The retreat of the snow cover revealed the presence of ice layers 

at the bas::= of the snowpack. These basal ice layers were appar~mtly 

universal phenomena and were noticeable at all stages of the sno·wmelt 

season, being slower to melt than the upper layers of the snowpac:k and 

persisting at snowpatch margins for some time after initial melt. Their 

role in promoting or hindering waterborne removal of material from the 

grou.r._d r;,_1,~face js uncertain. While they prevented access of meltwater to 

tllf': ground i~ a few cases, in man>' others meltwater flowed away from the 

snm.;:pack in channels cut beneath the basal ice rather than above it 

Orig. l: : 6) . 

The eto!-m of 26 Ju:::ie brought the snowpack to free wate:;.:· capacity. 
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Fig. t, :4 Early streamfJ.ot.;-, 27 June; Q -- c.O.lrr:3 /s. 

http:streamfJ.ot
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Fig. 4:5 Snow boulder at foot of northern valley 

slope. 

Fig. 4:6 	 Valley of "Jason's Creek", 30 June; 

exposures of basal ice layers are 

discernible arour,d pa~ches of exposed 

ground s•irfaces. 
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However, six days elapsed between the rainstorm and the annual discharge 

peak on 2 July. Standing water appeared on the snow surface near the 

mouth of the creek on 29 June, growing rapidly in extent. Water also 

ponded up between the beach-fast sea ice and the storm bar straddling the 

mouth of the creek. This bar was throvm up during a storm in autumn 1969. 

Discharge increased on 1 July from a level of 0.12 m3/s to 

0.42 m3/s, and on 2 July reached a level of 1.42 m3/s, the maximum for 

the year. Flow over the storm bar commenced on 30 June and became vigor

ous on 1 July. Dispersion of the discharge was achieved through leads in 

th_e sea ice. On 2 July erosion of the storm bar by the snowmelt flood 

breached the crest of the bar at 1400 h) and Erosion of the channel bed 

at this point proceeded durir1g 2 and .3 July until some 2 m of lowering 

had been effected. The detritus resulting from this erosion and the 

transport of Jnaterial from further upstream as bed load and suspended 

load was partly deposited on the surface of the sea ice as a lobate delta 

(fig. 4:7) and partly removc_d by continued tr2.nsport down the leads. Since 

flow in these l(;ads was effectively confined channel flow,a consiclerable 

capacity to carry sedi1ient was maintained in them. 

The velocity of flow in "Jason's Creek" reached maxima ir1 excess 

of 2.2 m/s during the s11oiVJ.n12lt flood. At times of peak velocity virtually 

the entire channel bed was mobile, wi::h cobbles of up to 200 nm ciiameter 

in motion. Attempts to measurs bed load as a function of the accumula

tion in metal traps ero.placed in the stream bed were unsuccessful~ for the 

traps. were washed ;:rway with the bed material. J.n a qualitative sense, the 

occurrence of bcdload mcvern.ent T1Tas correlated witl1 lfl?,ximum velocities in 

the channel ::if l. 8 - J. 9 m/ s a11d greater. 
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Fig. 4:7 Labate delta of "Jason's Creek" on 

beach--fast ice . 

.Fig. 4 :8 Entrance to a sub-nival section of the 

channel. 
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During the first six days of the flow season the bed and walls 

were composed in the main of snow: and ice. The stream disappeared into 

the snowpack at several places (Fig. 4:8), to emerge further- downstream. 

Clearance of snow and ice from the channel continued during these first 

days but was greatly accelerated during the flood, when blocks of unmelted 

snow were dislodged and rafted out of the basin. Most of the spring flood 

water performed work on the ground surface rather than on snow. Where 

detritus was laid down on a channel floor of snow, snowmelt was accelerated 

where the detritus was fine and slowed down where it was coarse (Fig. 4:9). 

In some sections of the valley where snow depth was exceptionally great, 

the creek abandoned its initial supra-nival course to flow at: the base of 

the snow12ack.. In threE.: places a snow cover overlying the cLanne}_ per

sisted through the entire season. 

Effectively, however, .the snow cover over the basin as a whole 

was dissipated by 3 - 4 .July, when the areal extent of the cover was 

about 20 - 25% of the total basin area. From 4 July to 7 July flow de

creased, and from 8 July to 12 July a secondary flood peak, almost as 

large as the first, occurred (rig. 4 :10). The secondary flood commenced 

abruptly between 1200 h and 1300 h on 8 July, and althot.Lgh 0. 76 nrn. of r:i.i:1 

fell on 7 July between 0300 h and 1300 h, there was no irrunediately apparent 

explanation for thE: su.C.deto rise in discharge on the following day. A 

rainfall of u.76 mm is insufficient to account for the volume of water 

discharged dur:Lng thi::-; se:::coi<dm:y flood, and the flood was preceded by no 

remarka.ble incn:>ases in either temperaturf~ or incoming radiation. 

:e'rom 8 .July to 12 July lowE:rin.g and reshap:in[; of the c1rnnnel bed 

by bedloa.d movement were }~cst•rred, At the mouth of the cree.k, for exr-unp] e, 
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Fig. 4:9 	 "Cast" of abandoned supra-nival stream 

channel in plateau section of valley; 

debris constitutes a thin mantle over a 

core of snow. 

·3 
"Jason's Cre2k11 

, 10 Jui;e; Q c.l m /s. 
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the crest of the storm bar was 3 m above the leyel o;l; the channel b:y 

12 July, and the stream had eroded a gap in the bar to a width of 5 - 7 

m. The highest recorded conc.entration of suspended sediment, 291 p.p.m., 

was obtained on 10 July. 

From 13 July onward discharge remained low. Snow cover by this 

time was less than 20%, and the subsequent supply of meltwater was derived 

from semi-permanent snowpatches. Precipitation of 0.51 mm of rain on 

21 July, 0.56 mm on 22 July and 1.02 mm on 24 July failed to produce 

observable responses on the hydrograph from the stage rec.order installed 

on 17 July. The strean•. flooded once more, however, in response to a rain

storm which occurred between 1800 h, 26 July, and 2200 h, 28 July. The 

lag between input of precipitation and discharge output was short, and 

the stream subsided within ten hours of the end of the rainstorm. This 

was the only occasion apart from the early period of snowmelt flood when 

the stream carried bedload. 

from 29 July until data collection ended on 16 August discharge 

declined gradually; from 13 August on, the str:eam failed. to reach i:he bay 

as a discrete flow, discharge over the last 25 m of its course occurring 

as percolation through the loose material of the channel bed. Super

imposed on the decline was the regular diurnal flrn~tuation related to 

fluctuations in in.coming ra.diative and thermal energy. There wa.3 a 

snowfall of 2.8 mm of snow (as water equivalent) on 14 - 15 August, and 

on 16 August "Jason's Creel~" froze to its bed and ccas~:.d to f}mv. It is 

not known if there was any flow after 16 August, but it i.s unlikely that 

th.er<; was any considerable flo'''· 
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Ground temperature: 

Ground temperatures in SUJTID.er 1970 were such that the surface 

layers thawed to depths reaching 0.45 - 0.65 m. Six thermoco~ple installa

tions, located in a N-S line crossing the valley some 750 m upstream from 

the mouth of the creek, and referred to as nos. 1 to 6 accordingly, were 

monitored between 7 July and 16 August. Their elevations ranged from 

30 to 75 m a.m.s.l. 

fig. 4:11 shows the temperature profiles obtained from readings 

at the no. 1 thermocouple rod, located at the crest of the northern valley

side slope. Some of the 19 profiles have been omitted to avoic~ crowding 

the graph. The profiles shown, however, reveal the main features of the 

ground temperature profile and its seasonal changes. Tne.se include a 

constant and relatively small gradie:nt of -0.04 to -0.06 deg/cm be.low the 

0° level, and the location of the maximum gradient and maximum observed 

range of temperature in the upper 0.2 m (Fig. 4:12 a, b; rods 2 and 3 

were located in the middle and at the base respectively of the 1wrtltern 

slope; rods 4 - 6 were located at tl~ base, i~ the middle and at the 

crest of the southern slope). The higoest temperatures are a~_so found 

in this upper section, and a lowering of the permafrost tab1-e over the. 

period of observation may be noted from Fig. 4:12c. The flux of lK:at into 

the ground is mainly absorbed in warming of the upper 0.2 m, the effect of 

changes in heat input being increasingly reduced at depth. Diurnal change 

a.ppears to be largely damped out below 0. /. m, "rhere only a seasonal wann-

ing trend can be detected, and above 0.2 m they are manifested, in sone of 

th:! indiyiduc~l profiles~ as a cooling of the top 0 .1 m. After the. diurnal. 

temperature :maxi:muF a reversal of the direction of heat flux takes place. 

http:SUJTID.er
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The loss of heat is grea,test at the ground surf,ace, and the. magnitude 

and rate of this loss decrease rci.pidly with depth. In the case of the 

no. 1 rod this fact is reflected, in Fig. 4:12b, as a mean positive 

temperature gradient in the top 5 cm; i.e., temperature increases with 

depth in this layer. 

The seasonal trend observed in the lowering of the permafrost 

table appears to decelerate with time. For most of the curves in Fig. 

4:12c, it is true to say that the rate of lowering is fastest between 

the earlier points on the curve. In all of them the permafrost table is 

higher on the last day of meas:.irement, due to the snowfall which occurred 

on the two preceding days. On the first day of measurement, 7 July,none 

of the rods had been exposed from beneath a cover of snow for more than 

ten days. The single set of measurements made on rod no. 6, at the top 

of the southern slope, was taken after approximately two days of exposure 

and revealed that the permafrost table was located 0.11 m below the 

surface. Extrapolation backwards in time of the curves for the other rods 

indicates that surface temperatures at the time of their exposure woulci 

have be.en in the vicinity of 0°c. This suggests two things. 

Firstly, most of the radiative and heat energy absorbed 3t the 

snowpack surface must be expended within the snowpack, for if the extra.

polaticn of the curves is valid relativsly little heating cf the g':ound 

can take place prior to its exposure. Seccndly, even if a large percentage 

of the volume beneath the permafrost table were occupied by ice, its rate 

of melting on any given day could not account for more than a yery small 

p:ropo:rtion of the discharge of the creek on that day, even assuming that 

runoff of the permafrost meltwater were allowed to take place rapidly 
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through the active layer. 

Although the study of slope form was not a central aspect of this 

research, a qualitative correlation may be made between the incidence of 

mudflows and their location. In tlie valley section of the drainage basin, 

most of the mudflowsoccurred on the north-facing slope. The ground tempera

ture data show that this slope was appreciably colder than its south-facing 

counterpart. No data are available to indicate whether or not any asymmetry 

exists between the two slopes; however, the colder north-facing slope 

preserved a larger remnant snowpatch in the lee of the crest for longer 

than did the south-facing slope. The greater water supply isslling from 

this snowpatch may have helped to lubricate the active layer more effi

ciently on the north-facing side of the valley and thus to pron:ote the 

incidence of mudflows on that side. 



CHAPTER V 

RADIATION) TEMPERATURE A.L'l:D SNOWMELT DISCHARGE 

I. TD~E SERIES ANALYSIS O~ HYDROLOGICAL VARIABLES 

Methods of analysis: 

A general characteristic of streams nourished by the melting of 

snow or ice is the correlation between their discharge hy<lrographs and 

the curve of the melt-generating function, or in other words a 'lariable 

such as temperature or radiation. For an appropriate small basin with 

a mean flowthrough time for overland flow of less than 24 hours, the 

response of the hyGrograph to the input variable is clear. The output 

has the same. frequency as the. input, which is general is approxi.rnately 

sinusoidc-1, but at a transportation lag determined by, a.Rong other thin,;s, 

the physical dimensions of the basin. In addition the output function 

contains a non-linear term which expresses the effect of basin storage. 

The relationship bet.ween input and output is also non-linear in 

the sense that basin storage paramete~s change with time. That is to 

say, as the sno~,,niel t season progresses, snow cover decreases and \-Ii th it 

decreases the al·i1:Lty of the snowpack to store water. In a basin '.~:12rE'-

the snowpack is the major source of runoff, this change with time may 

have a cousjderable effect o:-i the response characteristics of the basjn. 

The cc<.pac:i t~- of any basin to store \vater depends in general upon i·;:~-; 

abiJity to delay the passage of wat:eJ: through it, by retaiaing the water 
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in surface hollows, between th_e stems and roots o:I; plants, in capillary 

spaces in the·soil and elsewhere. In an unvegetated, permafrosted basin 

thls type of retention is probably of slight importance relative to snow

pack storage. On the scale of a single, discrete runoff response, i.e. 

to a single rainstorm input or to one day's snowmelt, the effect of basin 

storage is to impart the characteristic hydrograph shape to the output 

response, with a steep rising limb and a less steep, protracted receding 

limb. 

The non·-linearity of the processes involved thus complicates an 

attempt to analyze the input-·cutput interaction rigorously. It will 

appear, however, that without loss of analytical accuracy the processes 

may be considered to interact linearly for present purposes. 

A stationary, Gaussian process occurring through time possesses 

certain properties, such. as period, which have the dimensions of frequency. 

The relationships between paLi:s of processes which vary through time may 

be described by a set of func t;ions whici-1. express the relationships in the 

domains of time and of freqEency. If the pair is composed. of a generat

ing process and a resultant process, such as radiation and snowmelt dis

charge, it may then be considered as a system which receives an input .:md 

transforms that input into an observed output. The .covariance and spectral 

density functions of the input and output time series are a means of 

partially describing the transfcrnta.tion effected by the system. 

The autocovariance of e.. s;_n;,;le time f1e~ies i.s give!l by 
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n'"" i 

1 
a (i) = ---

x xt( I: xt+i) ' (5:1)n - i 
t -· i 

(i = 0, 1, ... , m) , 

where 

n number of data points in series, 

m number of lag intervals, 

xt values of series, 

xt+i = values of series at i lags. 

The basis of this operation is r.mltiplication of the tth value in series 

x by the t + i· th va1ue, w1BreI i. . is t h e 1ag interval, and summation of 

the products. The resulting i values of a give an indication of the 
x 

occurrence of significant lags within the series. If the number of lags, 

m, is chosen so as to be greater than the duration of some suspected 

periodicity in the time 2eries, the periodicity will appear as a relative 

maximum at the appropriate poilit in the graph of the autocovariance 

function. 

A potentially mor-2 so:)histicated measure of frequency is the 

spectral density function, S (x): 

26.t j :iJrS (x2 a (i) cos 
(5: 2)j 0 x m 

(j 0, 1, ... , m) 
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where /':.t constant tirae interval between data points, and the other 

symbols are defined under eq. (5:1). The spectral density function is 

essentially a Fourier transformation of the autocovariance of the time 

series, which results in a conversion from the time domain to the frequency 

domain. The information given by the spectral density function consists 

of the relative significance of contributions at different frequencies 

to the total variation in the time series. Typically in this study the 

most important contribution is that at a frequency of 1 cycle/24 h. 

The autocovariance and spectral density functions are measures of 

lag and frequency within a time series. Analysis of a pair of time series 

for covariances between the time series at successive lag intervals 

produces the cross-covariance function 

I n - l 

axy (i) 1 xt positive ti1:ie, (5: 3)\ r H+i) ' n - i t 1 

I 

= 
l (n-r i 

Yt 't+i) ' 
negative time, 

n - i t: i 

(.:
\_.L 0, l, ... ' m), 

where the x and y denote the two series, and the function is evaluated for 

y lagging x (positive) and for x lagging y (negative time). 

The analogue cf the spectral density function in the analysis 0£ 

pairs of series is the cross--spectrurr.. Matheuatically the cross-spectrum 

is a complex number, of which the r2al pext is the co-spectrum and the 

imagi~ary part the quadrature spectrum. 
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s (xy) c (j ;:; V-1).c - xy 

When the cross-spectrum is expressed in polar form its magnitude or 

absolute value is referred to as the amplitude of the cross-spectrum, 

or as the cross-spectral density function; the angular part or argument 

of the cross-spectrum is referred to as the phase. 

-j8 (xy)
e (5:4) 

where 

2s (xy) = ~ c xy + Qxy 
2 

c 

and 
Qxy

-1e(xy) = tan 

c( 
xy 

) 
The co-spectrum and quadrature spectrum a.re given by 

mb.t j iTIc (i) = ----- )'....xy [ axy (+i) + axy (-i)J ccs (5: 5) 
TI i - 0 m 

and 

6..t !U 
• • TI 

L._---- (5 :6)Qxy(i) 
\' 

[ axy(+i)-axy(-i) J sin l.:__ 
TI i 0 m= 

(j = 0, 1, ... , m). 

The co-·spect:rum and qua<lrat1.:r2 SJ?CCtrum may be th;-ught of as reflect;ions 
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in the frequency domain of the in~phase and out-of-phase coyariance 

respectiyely of the series x and y. The quadrature spectrum is evaluated 

with one of the series shifted relative to the other by one quarter of 

a period, 

The cross-spectral density function yields information about 

frequency components contributing to both of the crossed series x and y, 

while the phase values indicate the angular "phase shift" or lag at which 

these frequency components contribute. Thus at a given frequency a phase 

value of zero indicates that the series are in phase; a phase value of TI 

radians (180°) indicates that the series are out of phase and inversely 

correlated; and a phase value of 7T 
radians (90°) indicates that series 

2 
y lags series x by one quarter of a period. 

The equations given above are not presented rigorously but in 

the operational form used for computation. A full derivation of the 

equations, with a discussion of their applicability to hydrological time 

series, may be found in Rodrfguez - Iturbe (1967). 

The restrictions on the use of the covariance and spectral density 

functions - namely, that the series under analysis should be stationary 

(linear) and Gaussian - are severe for many hydrological systems, wi:1ic11 

tend to be non-linear and to have exponential distributions. There are 

meaus by which these problems may be circumvented, but one hydrological 

situation in which the problems do not arise is that in which the dis

charge of a stream is a function of the melting of snow or ice, which 

varies with a regular period of 24 hou~s. The distribution of data points 

in tbj,s situation i.s Gaussian. Strictly speaking, however, snowmelt dis

charge is not a linear process. During the spring sno~·rmelt flood the. 
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amount of snowine.lt wht_ch takes place ;ls achieved by an amount of incoming 

energy whlch, relative to the amount of snowmelt, remains more or less 

constant over the flood period. Since the amount of snowmelt varies 

substantially as snow cover and snow depth decrease, the relationship 

between meteorological input and hydrological output is thus non-linear. 

For most of the snowmelt runoff season after the spring flood, 

however, the meteorological agents working on the snow remaining in the 

basin produce a discharge of meltwater which is, for practical purposes, 

in proportion with the magnitude of the input. The apparently linear 

relationship arises because the rate of change of snowpack volume after 

the spring flood is so small that it may be neglected in the analysis. 

In physical terms this means that the ren,nant snowpatches which undergo 

melting disappear much more slowly than does the snowpack which covers 

the basin at the start of the runoff season. Little loss of analytical 

accuracy results from the assumptim.1 of constant snowpack volume over 

short tiJ.11e intervals in the later stages of the snowmelt season. 

As~~ssmen~- ai1d Pn'8pects: 

The fi2ld of f:rE-q·:.ie:icy analyc:.s in general appears to offer :.:on

siderable scope for application to the solution of hydrological problems, 

particularly, for exar;i.ple, those associated with the accurate determinaticm 

of drz.inage basin lag times, The ana.lysis in the case of snowmelt dis

charge is not b2set by the dj.;Efi:::Lclties associated with non-nor.rnal or 

non-linear distd.bution of the variables. It seems possible, however-, 

that ways niay be found around these difficulties in some cases where they 

do arise. For instance, it is usual in frequency analysis to standardize 

http:snowine.lt
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the time series about theix ,mean yalues as a prel;ln:d.nary step by an 

opera ti.on of the fonu 

x(:t) - x 
x *(t) (5: 7) 

o(x} 

where x is the mean of the series x(t) and o(x) is the standard deviation 

of the series. If the series were unitized about their median values 

prior to the analysis, they would become more nearly Gaussian as a result. 

A discussion of the potential of this operation is presented in Chapter VI; 

the series analyzed in the presH1t chapter are quite strorig]~ Gaussian and an 

actual analysis of these time series in unitized form produced little 

additional information of significance. 

Another approach to the analysis of series which do not saUsfy 

the requirements of existing spectral analytical techniques is to replace; 

the use of l?ourier transforms with use of other integral transforms. 

Consider, for instance, the Lc:.place transforrr,) which is siven by 

F (s) = e-st f (t) dt. (5 :8) 

· i · · f h · · f ( ) b h k · -st · · ·Mu1 tip ication o t e time series . t y t e ernei e ana 1ntegrat1on 

of the product results in the replacement of f(t) by a frequency function 

F(s), which is the Laplace transform of f (t). !'fme i.s elimi:-1at:ed as a 

discrete variabJ.e ana replaced by frequency, the operator s being a com

plex variable chosen so as to h.a.ve the dimensions of frei:p.ienc:y. The 

Laplace transform is evidently more versatile than the Fou:der sine 

tra.nsform in the sense that the tra:i.sformation need not necessarily result 
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in a sinusoidal function. Many hydrological series are not physicA,lly 

sinusoidal at all, and a Laplace transform is theoretically obtainable 

for any series if an equation describing the series can be found. 

An important property 0£ the Laplace transform is the following: 

if x(t) is an input to and y(t) an output of a system, then the ratio of 

the transform Y(s) of the output to the transform X(s) of the input is 

the transfer function of the system: 

Y(s) = T(s) 

X(s) 

for a linear system in steady state the transfer function is a constant. 

If equations can be found to descrfbe one input-output pair of a system 

in steady state, the transfer function of the system can be calculated 

and used to estimate the output of the system in response to some other 

type of input. The watershed cf 11 Jason's Creek", for example, represents 

a system :in steady state between 17 and 26 July; the input of the system 

is represented by the curve uf radiation or temperature and the output by 

the stream hydrograph. If the transfer function of the basin were knowr1 

it might be possible to use the transfer function and values of rainfall 

intensity to 11 preclict 11 the storm liydrograph of 27 - 29 July. An analysis 

of this sort is not att:eDpted here: the problem of finding the appropriate 

equations has yet t:o be solved, and other aspects of the analysis must 

also be ironed out. 

At this stage it :may only be said that an approach to the general 

problem of h/drograph prediction by.the use. of transfer functions appears 
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to be feasible. I.t must be stressed that Laplace transforms are strictly 

applicable only to linear functions, so that their usefulness in the 

analysis of hydrological non-linearity and time variance may prove 

limited. Solut;i.o:is to problems of this type may be found, however, by 

phase plane analysis, which is an extension of the family of techniques 

discussed above into the realm of non-linear equations (Coughanowr and 

Koppel, 1965). 

II. TIME SERIES Al'JALYSIS OF DATA FROM "JASON'S CREEK" 

On the first full day of temperature record at "Jason's Creek", 

25 June, the mean daily temperature was -1.5° and the maximum temperature 

0 
was 1.1 . The record for 26 and 27 June was lost following the storm of 

the morning of 26 June.. The mean dally temperature for 28 June was 1.1°. 

From that day until 2 August there was no day with a mean temperature 

below o0 • :Freezing temperatures occurred for brief periods before 2 

August and more frequently thereafter, but on the last day of record, 

15 August, the mean temperature was 0.1°. The seasonal mm:irnum of 13.0° 

was recorded on 9 July. The graph of screen temperature for summer 1970 

is presented in :Fig. Li:2. 

Incoming radiatirJn ia surnnlEX 1970 appears to have been above 

average in th2 Higi-~ Arctic, although no climatic records are available 

to substantiate this stateraent. !he maximum value recorded for mean daily 
2 

incoming shortwave radiation at "Jason's Creek" was 35.8 mW/m:n /h (0.86 

L/min) on 27 June. 

The pE>riod selected fer time series analysis of the records of 

temperature, radiation and snowmelt discharge, 17 -· 26 July (Fig. 5:1), 
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covers the ten days p:cio:r: to the rainstorm and flood of 26 - 29 July. 

17 July is also the first day for which a continuous record of cl;i.scharge 

is available. The period was one of "baseflow" conditions, and a linear 

relationship between meteoJ:ological inputs and hydrologic output may be 

said to hold good over the period. (In the accepted sense of the term, 

of course, 1'base flow" does not exist in a region of continuous, shallow 

permafrost such as south-west Devon Island; in the present context the 

term "baseflow" is used merely to imply "low flow")_. 

A constant time interval of one ho:ir was used in the analysis, 

yielding 240 data poir>ts, and th_e selected number of lags was 25. The 

ordinates on the graphs of the functions presented below are dimensionless 

save for the phase plots, on which the ordinates represent angular phase 

shift; the abscissae are either tirr:e (in numbers of lags) or frequency 

(in cycles/hour}, depending upon the function. On the graphs with 

frequency on the x-axis, frequency increases towards the right and period 

consequently increases towards the left, 

The autocovariance func tiom:; of the three series are plotted in 

Fig. 5: 2. Those for :radiation and <lise:har~e are similar in form, exhibit-· 

ing maxima at lags of 24 hours and minima at lags of 12 hours. The 

temperature function, however, decays up to a lag of 12 hours and exhibits 

no peak thereafter. The inplication of this contrc>.st between radiation 

and discharge on the cne 113.nd and te41perature on the other is that the 

first two ser:tes possess strongly rrrarked periodicities of one day while 

the ter~ipcratu,r:e ser:ies is not well correlattd with itself at the daily 

lag. One possible e.xplan;;;,tion for this contrast may be that tempera

ture is more Ecns:ltive. to U12 passage of ·w2ather systeillS than a!:'e the 

http:contrc>.st
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other variables~ and th.e effect of these weather: systems is to intr:oduce 

a damping influence on the diurnal component of temperature variation. 

The spectral density functions (Fig. 5:3) are all negligibly small 

at frequencies greater than 1 cycle/12 h. Only radiation shows a maximum 

at 1 cycle /24 h. The cros;s-covariances (Fig. 5:4) between the series all 

have ma.xj_ma spaced 24 hours apart. The displacement of the central maxima 

from the central axis of the graph indicates that radiation leads tempera

ture by one hour and that discharge lags behind radiation by five and 

temperature by four hours. These relationships may be explained from 

physical considerations; te.mperature for instance, changes for most of 

the time in response to inputs of energy, warming or cooling of the air 

occurring over a period of time after the energy is received. It is of 

interest to note that the cross··covariance function for radiation and 

discharge decays more slowly than does that for temperature and discharge, 

as is indicated by the slopes between maxima of the functions. This may 

be related to the weakness of the temperature autocovariance function at 

the 24---hour lag, which may iri. turn be related· to the danping of the 

diurnal component of fluctuation in ternperatur.e which was referred to 

above. 

The cross-spec tral density functions (Fig. S: 5) resemble thE:! 

spectral density functions of the uncrossed series in that they decay 

rapidly from a maximum value as frequency h<creases. Of the three plots, 

that for temperature and discharge sloper= most st0eply 2.Tld ·i..mifonnly; the 

;funct;Lons for teinperature - !."adi_ation ani radio..:ion - dis::-h:::~·ge both reach 

tnaxiina at 1 cycle/24 h. The contrast tetween the cross-spec:tral density 

function for temperatu:r.e and cischargs; which dec".'eaSE:S from 8. max:irnllJn 
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at the zero ;f;r.equency and show_s no eyidence o;f a diurnal frequency com

ponent, and that for radiation and discharge, which indicates substantial 

correlation at the diurnal frequency, suggests that radiation is a better 

index of snowmelt discharge than is temperat""Jre. Consideration of the 

form of the autocovariance and cross-covariance functions of the tim2 

series supports this statement. The weakness of the autocovariance of 

the temperature series, and the greater slope between maxima of the 

temperature - discharge cross-covariance as compared with the radiation 

discharge cross-covariance, both indicate that the discharge series is 

more closely correlated with the radiation series than with the tempera

ture series. 

The phase diagrams (I;ig. 5:6) show that the ph.s.se shift: of radia

tion witl-L respect to temperature is negative in most of the fre.:tuency 

range; that is, radiation leads temperature. At the diurnal frequency, 

which is the only one of interest in the present analysis, the phase 

shift is ~0.29 rad; setting 6.28 rad= 24 h, this shift corresponds to a 

lead of 1.1 h. The values for shift of disc~rge with respect to temp

erature and radiation at the diurnal freqL1 ency respectively are +1. 05 rad, 

which corresponds to a lag of 4.0 h, and +l.38 rad, which gives a lag of 

5.3 h. These lag times correspond closely with those determine.cl by the 

cross-covariance analysis. 

In sumnary, the conclusions which may be drawn from frequency 

analysis of the time serie.s are: firstly, that there is a strongly marked 

diurnal periodicity in the series of radiation, temperature and snowmelt 

discharge~ bat that in the case of temperature this periodicity, wh:i.ch is 

visually apparent in t::he records, correlates rather poorly •;.:i th srn;i;Jinel t 

http:determine.cl
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discharge, temperature being subject, for instance, to the influence of 

passing weather systems wh:Lch do not necessarily affect the snowmelt 

process; and secondly, that the snowmelt runoff system may be described, 

with relatively little loss of information, in terms of incoming radiation 

as a generating process and stream discharge as a resultant process, with 

a lag time for the system of, in this case, five hours. It is not possible 

to state conclusively that in this ce.se radiation rather than temperature 

effects the actual me:!.t.i.ng of the snow. The available data afford no 

possibility of hwest:Lgating the complex detail of the meteorological 

processes operating nea.l.· the snow surface, and therefore nothing is known 

of the signific~nce of heat flux from air to snow, of evaporation and 

condensatio:i anC:: of other factors. lt was not possible, for instance, to 

use the relative humidity recorJ in the 2nalysis made above to assess the 

importance of atmospheric water yapo'Jr content, for the reccrd is broken 

in two places< The qLlestion as to wbich of the two processes, radiation 

and temperature, is the more ;bnpo;rtant agent of snowmelt is thus not 

answerable from the. existing data; a further complication is the possibility 

of an instrumental "err.or" factor, for screen temper8tures may differ, at 

times considerably, fro::i1 ambient ::emp·2ratures in the open air. Certainly, 

however, radiation is a better index of snowmelt discharge than is temp

erature, and in this respect the suggestion of Hegaham, Heiman and Goodell 

(1967), that net c:..llwa··/e radiation is a more useful index than temperature 

for the prediction of sno~nelt, is cubstantiated. 

Coyariance and spec.tr.a.l an<:.J ysJ.s of the snm;rmelt runoff system 

yields useful informa.tio:-i. on the ri:::lationships between the variables in 

tt._e system, aad in particular on the time Jag relationships; in this 

http:me:!.t.i.ng
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instance th_e information obtai.ned in the frequency domain happens to be 

information which in th_e main is obvious without analysis. The potential 

for routine determination of lag and frequency relationsh;i.ps of the 

analytical techniques discussed in this chapter appears to be considerable, 

where the need for the determination exists and the techniques are applic

able. As was indicated earlier in the chapter, the potential of a theoret

ical approach, based on the derivation of mathematical descriptions of the 

series, may prove to be yet greater. 

http:relationsh;i.ps


CHAPTER VI 

11JASON 1 S CREEK" Il~ FLOOD 

INTRODUCTORY REM.ARKS 


In Chapter V it was noted that "baseflow" in streams f e.d by snow-

melt fluctuates daily in response to inputs of energy to the snowpack. 

Base.flow was defined rather loosely as "low flow 11 
, or as the release of 

water from sno\'7pack storage after the main snowmelt flood. A more accurate 

definition of buseflow in the context of snowmelt discharge may be 

approximated with reference to Fig. 6:1, which is a schematic representa

tion of the radiation - disch2xge system. At the seasonal sca1e this 

system is clearly non-linear, for th2 input of radiation is almost steady, 

if the do>mward trend resulting fror,l the sun having passed the sumrner 

solstice is neglected. The output of discharge, on the oth2r hand, bears 

little relation to the magnitude of the input. There comes a point in 

this schematic representation, however, where discharge does vary more 

or less directly with radiaU.on. That is, the. principle of superposition 

applies to the relationship: 

x (t) ---~ y (t)
1 l 


x2 (t) -----> Yz (t) 


(6:1) 

where x(t) and y(t) represE:nt the ir:puts a1:d oi..;.tputs of: the basin syste:n. 
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The t;lme at wh:lch th;ls s;ltuat;lon is atta;lned corresponds to the 

end of the snowmelt flood, From this t:lme onwards the watershed system 

may be considered to be in steady state. In other words, the system is 

stable, and "baseflow'' prevails. Before. this point in time j s reached 

it exh;lbits a transient response to the radiative or thermal inputs, 

such that the input "signal" is highly amplified. Analysis of the system 

for the characteristics of its transient response is possible, but is 

postponed from the present study for lack of continucus discharge records. 

The spring flood: 

Baseflow prevails for most of the season, but the major portion 

of annual runoff is discharged under transient response, i.e. in periods 

of flood, Unfortunately detailed analysis of the spring flood was not 

possible because of the lack of a continuous record of discharge. In

stallation of the stage recorder was not practicable in the early stages 

of the flow season, for the stream bed was largely formed cf ice and snow 

and in many places the channel also was snow-covered. Where the s trc~am 

flowed over the ground surfac0, the channel bed was higl1ly unsta!)le. The 

salient features of the spd.ng flood, however, may be outlined in dc:.s-

criptive terms. 

In gE~ne:ral, snowmelt £loons tend to last longer than rainstorm 

floods. The fi.rst meltwater produced clu:ring the s.:i.owmelt season accu:1~-

ulates 5_n the sno'i·;pack •,;hich, being porous, h2.S a certe.iu capacity to 

store free water. When the free water capacity of th_e snowpack is first 

exceeded runoff begins. However, the snowpack is 3nalogous in some ways 

to a geological aquifer; D.war (1967) has pursuE:d this analogy in con

sidering tli~e "entire vert:i.cal p1~of:i.le consisting of the snowpack, humus 

http:p1~of:i.le
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or vegetal mat 1 the ground surface and subsurface formation ••• jointly 

• • IIas a cornp1ex storage ant-1 t;c.s,nsmissJ..on system • One implication of the 

analogy is that release of meltwater from the snowpack may not be 

distributed in anything like tbe form assumed by runoff "released" by 

a rainstorm. Lt is almost invariably true, for instance, that the snow·

melt flood is marked by a sudden increase and subsequent asympotic decline 

in discharge, but this peak in the snowmelt hydrograph may occur at some 

considerable time after the cowJD.encement of snowmelt. 

As noted in Chapter IV, the annual ma.<dmum discharge of "Jason's 

Creek'' in 1970 occurred on 2 July, at least eight days after the first 

recorded snowmelt and six days after a heavy rainstorm which precipitated 

the start of streamflow. This relatively long time of rise is due to 

snowpack retention, to variatj_ons in the intensity of melt (which is a 

function of the ;intensity of the meteorological input), and possibly to 

other factors such as long flowthrough time th~ough the snowpack, and 

the physical dimensions of the basin. Apart from the fact that a long 

or large drainage basin will superimp<Jse a relatively long transportatioYl 

lag on fluctuations in the input to the basin system, there is the a.ddeC: 

consideration that a catchr.1ent in which the range of elevation is sub

stantial will have a long snow-melt season by virtue of the inverse 

correlation betw2en elevation and temperature. The higher elevation zones 

in such catchments cont:r:ibute snowmelt runoff later than do t:he lower zones. 

This is not an important factor in the basin of "Jason's Creek", 

in wh.ich the time base of the snow1uel t flood is sho;<;"t v.-hen corapared with 

th.e time bases of floods in, for example, the Western Cordillera. The 

duration of the "Jason 1 s C:reek" flood in 1970 was long nevertlwless, :for 
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it lasted for between ten and twenty days. The time base of the rain

storm flood discussed later in this chapter was approximately sixty hours. 

The fact that more than one discrete peak is discernible in the hydrograph 

of the spring flood (fig. 4 :1) can perhaps be attributed to variations 

in the intensity of the energy input to the snowpack and, to a much lesser 

extent, to the elevation factor. 

Where more than one discharge figure exists for a given day, the 

diurnal component of fluctuation in discharge is usually evident. This is 

the case even for the days of maximum discharge, 2 - 3 July. It is also 

evident, however, that a lower frequency component of variation is present, 

representing the c::iurse of the snowmelt flood as a whole. This lower 

frequency component has the general ci.ppearance cf a long time bas2 flood 

hydrograph. The amplitude of flue ti.iations at the diurnal scale e.pproac.hes 

fairly closely that of the lower frequency fluctuation, which indicates 

th.at eyen under flood conditions the immediate meteorological control 

over drainage basin output remains strong. 

The ra:Lnstorm flood of 26 - 29 J~:!-l.: 

Steady-state or baseflow conditions dominate the discharge hydro-

graph from about 15 - 17 July onwards. Only one disturbance of the steady-

state situation affected the watershed after 17 July; this was a result 

of the rainfall of 26 - 28 July. 

Hourly depths of rainfall and cumulative precipitation over this 

period are plotted in Fig. 6:2; precipitation intensity and stream dis

charge are plott2ci ,in ~'ig. 6:3. The conversion of the precipitation 

record from units of depth (Jr,m) in a raingauge to units of volume (ru3/s) 
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enter:lng the basin was made to facilitate direct co;npa;i:-ison wHh the 

discharge hydrograph. The procedure for the conversion was to assume 

depth of rainfall to be constant over the area of the basin; the volume 

of water entering the gauge (depth x area of gauge) was multiplied by the 

ratio of basin area to raingauge area, and finally di:vided by an approp

riate quantity to give intensity in terms of volume per unit time. 

The hydrograph response to the rainstorm was rapid; the time base 

of the flood was correspondingly short, and stream discharge returned to 

steady-state levels within some 10 - 12 hours of the cessation of rainfall. 

The duration of rainfall was 51 hours, excluding some 6 - I hours 

of drizzle on the afternoon of 26 July. The duration of direct storm 

runoff, mec=J.sured on the hydro graph between time of rise and return to 

pre-storm levels, was between 50 and 66 hours. The inability to give a 

precise duration for the storm runoff stems from the difficulty in 

deciding exactly where the storm hydrograph departs from and returns to 

the snowmelt hydrog:raph. The latter might have been expected to fall 

, • 1rather sharply after the diurnal peak on 26 July, instead of \·lfll.C1l the 

hydrograph trace declined only slowly; the first rise in the trace due 

clearly to an input of rainwater occurred at abou_t 0400 hon 27 July, but 

the beginning of storm runoff has been fixed somewhat earlier in the 

light of the form of the trace during the evening of 26 July. 

The first light rainfall was recorded at 1400 h on 26 July, and 

the first stream response We.ls noted 4 to 5 hours lc=tter. The peak in the 

hyetograph occur:!:ed between 0700 hand 0900 h, 27 July, and was followed 

at 1100 ~ 1200 h by a sharp increase in discharge. Maxi.mum discharge 

occurre<l at 0200 h, 28 July. Tb'! lag between hyPtograph 2.nd hydr0graph 
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peaks is thus some eigh_teen hours; this value, however, gives a mis

leading impression, for the centre of mass of the rainfall input (i.e. 

the time by which 50% of the total precipitation had occurred) was 

located only 6 - 7 hours ahead of the hydrograph peak. 

The covariance and spectral density functions of the series of 

precipitation intensity and stream discr~rge were calculated with a time 

interval of thirty minutes and fifteen lags, the fifteenth lag thus being 

7.5 hours. The number of data points was 132. Since the series of both 

precipitation and discharge ar.e rather weakly Gaussian, their median values 

provide better indications of central tendency than do their means; the 

analyses were performed both with the series standardized conventionally 

about their mean values and with the ser:_es unitized about their median 

values. The effect of setting the maximum value to +J. 0, the m5nin:um 

value to -1.0 and the median to 0.0 is clearly to disturb the ratios 

between maxima and. minima and thus to alter the amplitude properties of 

the time series. :For the purposes of frequency analysis, however, the 

series are rendered more nearly Gaussian by this operation, and becose 

easier to analyze. 

The autocovariance and spectral density functions of the pre

cipitation series (Fig's. 6:4, 5) suggest periodicities in the series of 

5 h, 2.5 h and lh; however, these periodicities are not evident when the 

series is unitized about the median G,ig' s 6: 6, 7). The functions for the 

discharge series decay as lag and frequency increase, linearly in the case 

of autocovariance and exponentiQlly in the case of spectral density; no 

further infonnation is obtai.ned hy unitizing the series about the medi211. 

The cross-covariance function of the paired series (Fig. ·6:8) 
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exhibits a maximum at +5 h, suggesting that this is the length of time 

by wh:lch discharge lags behind the input of precipitation. It would 

appear from this value that there is no decrease in lag time as the 

intensity of the input increases, for the lag is the same for the "low

intensity" series of radiation and. discharge as for a.n input of precipita

tion and an output of storm runoff at higher intensity. Chiang (1968) 

maintained that the lag of drainage basin response to a given input 

should vary inversely with the intensity of that input. The limited 

~v:ldence presented here from"Jason's Creek" suggests that this may not 

be the case; certainly the proposition does not hold for the two types 

of input observed in "Jason's Creek11 in July 1970. 

The cross-spectral density functions (Fig. 6:9) and phase plots 

(Eig. 6: 10} are uninformative. Since the autocovariance and spectral 

density functions of the uncrossed series suggest an absence of natural 

periodicity within the series, it is unlikely that there should be any 

relationship, in the frequency domain, between the series. The cross

covariance, cross-spectral density and phase graphs for the unitized 

series have not been included here, for their form is very similar to 

the graphs for the conventional series. Rowever, the operation of unit

ization about the median does appear to have some value in smoothing out 

insignificant ma.xim.::i in the analytical functions, as in t:1e case of Fig's. 

6:4, 5 and 6:6, 7. 

Fig. 6:11 is a plot of basin storage during the rainstorm against 

storm runoff. Storage was calculated as the excess of accumulated pre·

cipitaticn ever accumulated runoff, the latter qua11tity being derived by 

a subtraction of baseflow fro1:1 total di.scharge. Baseflow was arbit1~arily 
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interpolated beneath the flood hydrograph as an extension of the diurnally 

fluctuating pattern o,f sno\,1nelt discharge; this procedure may have ;tntro

duced error into the calculations, but there is no means of determining 

baseflow accurately and the adoption of arbitrary values represents an 

improvement over using no values at all. 

The form of the graph results from the lag between input and 

output. Storage of water within the basin reaches a maximum at or shortly 

after the time of maximum input, while the maximum discharge occurs 

several hours later as a result of the transportation lag imposed by the 

basin. Before the peak flow is reached a non-linear relationship exists 

between storage and discharge, but after the peak the relationship is 

/ 	 linear for each of the three sections corresponding to receding limbs of 

the discharge hydrograph. The re-entrants separating the linear sections 

of the storage-discharge graph correspond to discrete peaks in the dis

charge hydrograph. Essentially the graph reflects three stages i;-i the 

course of the rainstorm and flood: a stage in which increasing storage 

is a function of accumulating precipitation and a stage in which cie

cre.asing storage is a function of flood discharge, separated by a "plateau" 

stage· of duraU_on approxir.:~1 tely equal to the period betwee>n the hyetograph 

peak and the hydrrJgraph pe.:>.k. This is more clearly illustratPd by a plot 

of storage agatnst tj_;n<~ (J:'.ig. 6:12). Chiu and Huang (1970) have proposed 

a!1 interesting wodel of the, non-linear, time-variant relationship between 

ra:L.1f2.1.l and runoff, which ~nakes use of these storage properties in 

generalized fo1:rn. 



CHAPTER VII 

li'LUVIAL TR.Ai::SPORTATION OF 

SOLID AND DISSOLVED SEDD'1ENT 

The paucity of the geomorpholo3ical literature on periglacial 

fluvial processes is in part a reflection of the Davisian view that mid

latitude regions with temperate climate are "r;.ormal". In "abnormal" 

regions, attention has naturally been devoted to landforms and processes 

peculiar to the region. Despite the fact that perigJ.a~ial landforms are 

unique in a number of respects, the ultimate removal of material from the 

periglacial land surface is still effected by streams in the S&7 1e fa.shicn 

as in mid-latitude regicns. The only other significant age:.1ts of remova.l 

are littoral processes (including, perhaps, the calving cf sedi;:nent-laden 

glaciers}; aeolian activity is probably unimportant at the present t:i:ne in 

the High Arctic. 

No attempt is !'1?.de in this work to estimate rates of surface lower-· 

ing as a function of volt!me of sediment removal. Such estimates have 

little meaning. However, comparisons of sediment load data 'dth values 

obtained fo:i: mid-latitude strearr.s of sizes cornpa1:ahle with that of "Jason's 

Creekn indicate that sedim'2nt. loads a.re .s.lso conpa;r-1°!)le. Th;Ls TP.e.T;:1s oc.ly 

that the scd:i.men t lc·ad valu2E are. of roeghly the S2.J112 orcler of, magnitude, 

considering that the p;r:oblern cf defining comparabi:Lity is well nigh in

supei-:-able.., 
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Movement of bed material: 

Of the three fractions of tl1e sediment load of "Jason's Creek", 

bed load proved the most difficult to measure and, in fact, no values 

for the magnitude of transportation of channel bed material were obtained. 

It is known that bed-load transport occurred mainly at maximum str2am 

velocities greater than 1. 9 m/s, i.e. for about 2% of the runoff season. 

At the highest velocities recorded ( > 2. 2 m/s) the entire channel bed 

was mobile. Similar observations were made by McCann and Howarth 

(personal communication, 1970} of bed-load movement conditions in the 

Mecham R,., Cornwallis Island. The abundance of loose, coarse detritus 

mantling the surfaces of arctic drainage basins is apparently an import

ant factor contributing to the observed high rates of bed-load movement 

out of these basins. Such high rates are achieved in channels with 

inconsiderable gradients. Coarse detritus is particularly frequent at 

lower elevations in ti.1.e Canadian are tic islands, where isostatic uplift 

has exposed loose raised-beach material. 

Bed-load movement may well be the mos~ impcrtant form of fiuvial 

sediment removal f.rom drainage basins in the arctic islands. Since noth

ing is knD"wn of the process in quantitative terms~ however, comparative 

analysis is not possible at present. 

Sedim~!':.:.1:..__transp~rt iT?:. sus1Jension~ 

Data of suspenC:.ed sediment concentration are ava:Llahle only for 

short pe:dods, during which. tu:cliidity was usually noticeable (Fig. 7: 1). 

Isolated values o;f concentration during.the periods of low discharge 

~uggest that for rnuch 0£ the time the suspended load of 11Jason ts Creek" 

was small or nil. Suspended load was probaLly ca:cried in quantity 01:.ly 

http:suspenC:.ed
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when th_e stream was in flood, although. one anomalous :;Lnstance of high. 

sedj_ment concentration at .low discharge will be discussed below. 

A general comment on th.e suspended sediment record, sporadic as 

it is> concerns the variability in concentration over short periods. Both 

th.e amplitude and rate of fluctuation are much greater in the case of 

suspended sediment than in that of dissolved sediment. Suspended sediment 

concentrations of zero or trace were recorded for several samples, and 

the maximum recorded concentration was 291 p.p.m.; concentration of 

dissolved calcium and magnesium varied between 46 and 102 mg/l Caco3 . The 

variability of the suspended sediment concentration, suggesting imperfect 

longitudinal niixing o,f the water-··sediment body in the stream channel, 

would fatally complicate any attemJ?t to compute annual removal of material 

from the basin in terms of depth of surface lowering/unit time, such as 

millimetres rer thonsand years. }'ig. 7:2 provides an illustration of this 

short.,...te;on variability duri'lg the flood of 27 - 29 July. It also indicates 

that suspended sediment concentrations were greater than solute concentra

tions for approximately twelve hours at the height of the flood, and that 

the maxiinum concentra t:ton 0£ susp.~n;led sediment occurred some time before 

maxirnum du~dia!:ge. The latter observation probably reflects faster travel 

through. the b:rn_in of the sediment wave relatj_ve to t_he flood wave. The 

former observation illustrates th2 direct correlation of suspended sedi

ment concentration with stream velocity. As noted above, this correlation 

appears to be qualitatively applic2ble in the case of bedload movement, 

and sj_rnnar remarks apply to suspended sediment with the qualificatio:1 

that thi:.• c~:: Lie;:.:~ vd.·::c:ity, at <-ind above '.vhich sediment is ta.kea up as 

load, is lc~~r. Table 7:1 sho~;s values for suspe~ded sediment anJ solute 
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concentra t:ion conye;rted :into ya,lues of loa.d/unit ti.me. 

The h;lgh concentrations of suspended sediment recorded on 31 July 

and 1 August were associated with no extraordinarily high discharge or 

velocity. They resulted,in fact, from the occurrence of a mudslump and 

mudflow on the southern slope of the valley some 120 m upstream from the 

mouth of the creek. The slump and resulting flow began between 0815 h 

and 0830 h on 31 July and remained intermittently active for at least 

forty-eight hours (fig. 7:3). The slope on which the slump occurred 

consists of a pair of convex sections separated by a concave section; 

below the lower co;wex section is the stream channel, while above the 

upper convexity there is a smaller concave section, occupied at the time 

of the rnudsluri1p by a sncwpa tch. This smaller concavity lies immediately 

below the crest of the slope. 

The slump began as a failure along a shear plane in the active 

layer near the base of the upper convex:i.ty. The shear plane became the 

locus of the slu1,1p heaclwall, which began to enlarge and recede over the 

peru1af:rost table, attaining a maximum width of 5 m ancl a maximum height 

of 1 m. The collapse material r..,ras delive~ed to a reservoir of mud j_n the 

intermediate cone.ave section and from this reservoir of mud an overflow, 

consisting of a mixture of water, fine and aggregated sediment, and stones 

of gravel and cobble size, drained periodically through two channels aver 

the lower convex section and into a mud lobe. This lol;ie encroached on 

"Jason's Creek11 
, which removed the. rnucl,for :most of the time at a rate 

slightly less than th2 rate of arrival of the mud from the slope above. 

The ;nvd diffused across the vidth of the chann~l over a length of 20 

30 m and v'AS 1:ransport'2c.1 away oy the stre2.tn in suspension, accounting for 

http:stre2.tn
http:convex:i.ty


Date Time 

(E. S. T.) 

June 27 2330 
28 1800 
20,., 1600 
30 1330 

July 1 1900 
2 1830 
3 1800 
4 0900 

1200 
1430 
1700 
1930 
noo 
2330 

5 0130 
0400 
0600 
0900 
2230 

TABLE 7:1 


CONCENTRATION AND LOAD OF SUSPENDED AND DISSOLVED 


SEDIMENT IN "JASON'S CREEK", JUNE - AUGUST 1970 


Discharge Suspended sediment Dissolved calcium 

(m3/s) conc(ppm) load(g/s) conc(mg/l) load(g/s) 

0.107 58 6.21 
0.056 68 3.81 
0.116 24 2.78 58 6.73 
O.llO 54 5.94 
0.424 48 20.35 
1. 42Lf 36 51. 26 
1.382 32 4b.. 22 
0 . .333 32 10.82 
0.201 27 5.43 40 8.04 
0.211 40 8.44 
0.174 24 4.18 38 6.61 
0.161 44 7.08 
0.143 11 1. 57 42 6.01 
0.109 44 4.80 
(). 076 57 Lf. 33 
O.:tl8 48 5.66 
0.1)78 51 3.98 
0.116 10 l.16 53 6.15 
0.385 46 17.71 

Dissolved calcium 
plus magnesium 

conc(mg/l) load(g/s) 

78 8~35 

96 5.38 
74 8.58 
72 7.92 
68 28.83 
46 65.50 
48 66.34 
51 17.24 
50 10.05 
59 12.45 
66 11.48 
54 8.69 
55 7.86 
60 6.54 
64 4.86 
72 8.50 
62 4.84 
63 7.31 
74 28.49 



TABLE 7 : 1 continued •••• 

July 6 1900 0.351 49 17.20 62 21. 76 
7 1430 0.104 54 5.62 71 7.38 
8 1300 0.500 50 25.00 64 32.00 
0 
-' 1900 0.965 39 37.62 48 46.32 

J.O 1300 1.184 43 50.91 62 73.41 
1500 O. 94 (est.) 291 27 5 (est.) 
1700 0.82( If ' ; 149 120 c If 1 
1900 o. 722 93 67.15 49 35.38 59 42.60 
2100 0.678 72 47.42 34 23.05 56 37.97 

11 1130 0.067 20 1.34 38 3.89 83 5.56 
1330 0.167 19 3.17 55 9.18 70 11. 69 
1530 0. ?.2,3 16 3.57 51 11. 37 69 15.39 
1730 0.328 21 6.89 Li.8 :i..5, 7Lf 69 22.63 
1830 o. 3l!f 10 3.14 48 15.07 67 21. 04 
1930 0.288 13 3.74 50 14.40 68 19.58 
2130 0.243 12 2.92 50 12.15 69 16. 77 
2330 0.283 3 0.85 46 17.02 67 18.96 

12 0230 O.Hi9 TR 0.17 55 9.22 73 12.34 
0530 0.118 TR 0.12 49 5.78 70 8.26 
0730 0.152 47 7.14 62 9.42 
0930 24 
1130 0.634 147 93.20 43 27.26 57 36.14 
1530 0.676 43 29.07 54 36.50 
1930 o. 1+87 23 11. 20 47 22.89 60 29.22 
2330 0.373 48 18~90 64 23.87 

13 1830 0.322 48 15.46 64 20. 71 
14 2130 0.226 53 11.98 68 15.37 
15 1830 0.274 48 12.15 60 16.44 
16 2100 0.175 52 9.10 69 12.08 
17 1900 0.127 58 7.37 78 9.91 
18 2130 0.100 58 5.80 81 8.10 
19 2130 0.093 58 4,79 86 8.00 



TABLE 7:1 continued 

July 	20 2130 

21 2030 

22 2200 

23 2230 

24 1930 

25 1900 

26 1830 

27 1200 


1400 

J.500 
J.700 

1900 

2100 

230'.) 


28 0100 

0300 

1500 

1700 

1900 

2100 

2300 

2400 


29 2030 

30 100'.) 


2.000 
31 	 ]_600 


1900 

2100 

2300 

2330a,'' 

2330b 

August 1 1930 

••.• 


0.131 
0.053 
0.067 
0.083 
0.096 
0.090 
0.088 
0,334 
0.421 
0.430 
0.447 
0.498 
0.504 
0.549 
0.623 
0.699 
0.331 
o. 277 

0.229 
0.280 
0.283 
o. 249 

o. 072 
0.062 
0.073 
0.076 
C.073 

0.088 
0.088 
0.062 

TR 

38 


66 

9 


J6 
21 


178 

70 


138 

2 


8 


4 


TR 

TR 


103 

12 

23 

80 


2. 
158 

12Lf 

0.09 
12.69 

28.38 
4.02 

17.93 

10.58 

97. 72 

l+3. 61 


102.46 
3.97 

1.83 

1.16 

0.06 
0.07 
7.83 
0.88 

0.18 
13.90 

7. 77 


53 

79 

70 

58 

58 

62 

56 

62 

61 

69 

61 

60 

62 

62 

58 

61 

64 

62 

62 

60 

64 

60 

60 

64 

72 

62 

66 


68 


6.94 
4.17 
4.69 
4.81 
5.57 
5.58 
4.93 

20. 71 

25.68 
29. 67 

27.27 
29.88 
29.89 
34. 04 
36.14 
42.64 
21.18 
17.17 
14.20 
16.80 
18.11 
14.94 


1+. 32 

3.97 
5.26 
4.71 
4.82 

4.22 


73 

100 

102 


79 

76 

80 

76 

87 

83 

88 

82 

91 

80 

78 

80 

-ioI ,, 

82 

80 

80 

79 

83 

83 

79 

88 

91 

81 

81 


94 


9.56 
5.30 
6.83 
6.56 
7.30 
7.20 
6.69 

29.06 
34.94 
37.84 
36.65 
45.32 
40.32 
42.82 
49.84 
55.2.2 
27.14 
22.16 
18.32 
22.12 
23.49 
20.67 

5.69 
5.46 
6.64 
6.16 
5.91 

5.83 



TABLE 7 : 1 continued •••• 

August 2 1830 0.045 4 0.18 68 3.06 88 3.96 
3 2030 0.033 70 2.31 96 3.17 

"(sample callee ted above 1'!mdflow 

l.D 

°' 



the hlgh sediment concentrat;lons recorde.d at. the :mouth o,i: tlLe c;r:eek. 

Samples collected from the stream above and below the mudf low at 2330 h 

on 31 July had respective concentrations of 2 p.p.m. and 158 p.p.m. 

Kerfoot 0.969) provides an account of slump and flow features 

similar to that described above from Garry Island, off the Mackenzie 

River delta. Although the features on Garry Island are appreciably larger 

than the ''Jason's Creek" slump, they appear to be analogous. Kerfoot' s 

description, with appropriate dimensional modifications, applies equally 

well to the "Jason's Creek" slump. One feature not emphasized by Kerfoot 

is the erosive role of the mudflows. On leaving the mud reservoir the 

two flows issuing from th.e "Jason 1 s Creek" muds lump carved channels up 

to 0.7 min depth through the active layer of the lower convex slope 

section. Mudflow discharge fluctuated rhythmically at a period of from 

five to at lea.st thirty minutes, the fluctuation being related to periodic 

blockage of the mud channel. ;Four samples of the mud-\rnter flow mixture, 

taken from the foot of the mudflow on 31 July at 2145 h,2150 h, 2l55 h 

and 2300 h, revealed considerable variation iri rate of discharge: and ratio 

of water to solid (Table 7:2). 

Although the suspended load of "Jason's Creek" G.uring t11e 31 

July - 1 August per.iod was not high in comparison with the loads carried 

during the flood periods, the summation of many geomor.phic evEnts of this 

type may accomJ.t for a significant p1oporti0n of the total denud.stio!l 

achieved over long periods of time. Events of this type also account 

for much of the detail observed in the mjcrorelief of the le<1i.J su.:r:Ccl.:::e. 

A connection was made in Chapter IV between the incidence o;f mud.flows a.nd 

northern aspect; the exa1r,plc C:iscucoacd abo7e w2.s mucl-.. the lc..rgest of 
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Fig. 7:3 Mudslump and mudflm..1 on southern slope of 

valley, 31 July. 

Fig. 7:4 	 Stone-and-mud strem~ on southern slope over 

mossy v.::g2tation cover; note basal ice 

exposure in background. 
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several occurr;Lng in 1970, but s:i. number of older slump and flow features 

of comparable size can also be found on the southern slope of the valley 

of 11Jason' s Creek1'. Examples of other types of discrete, semi-solid 

flow forms appear also to occur preferentially on the southern slope 

{l!'ig. 7:4). The implications of this preferential distribution are not 

speculated upon further in this work. 

TABLE 7:2 

MUDfLOW DISCHARGE AND COMPOSITION, 31 JULY 

Mudf low Coacentration Solid 
Time of Duration of sample Weight of discharge of solids load 

collection intake (s)* sample (g) (g/s) (p.p.m.) (g/s) 

2145 5 377. 58 75.,52 210000 15.9 

2150 3 906.77 302.26 861000 260.2 

2155 5 450.84 90.15 533000 48.0 

2300 15 415.88 27.73 19000 0.5 

*Samples collected in polyethylene bags held into flow beneath overhanging 

rock ledge; sealed water·-tigllt unt:i.l analysis. 

Dissolved load;------·-·
The conc.er.tn,tion of l~issolved material in "Jason's Creek': was 

basically in inverse rela.tionsh:ip with the discharge (Fig. 7: 6). The 

principal series of data collected in 1970 consist of valueG for con-· 

centrstion of calciurn and m2.g:;:.esium; and .for pH.. Calcium and calcium 

plus magnesj_um are. repoYted :i.2 mg/1 of Caco ; unless otherwise stated
3 
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11solute concent;rat;Vm" refers to the concentration of d;l~rnolyed calcium 

plus magnesium. Samples were also analyzed for dissolved sodium, potassium, 

aluminium and iron at Mdlaster University, and occasional measurements 

of water temperature were made. The range of these latter measurements was 

from o0 to l.5°c. 

(Ca + Mg) concentrations increased over the flow season as a whole, 

reaching high values immediately preceding the snowmelt flood and decreas

ing to<SO mg/l during the flood itself. As snowmelt discharge decreased 

after the flood peak, corresponding solute concentrations increased until, 

at the end of the sample per:i.od 5.n early August, they were in the 85 - 95 

mg/l range. The seasonal maximum, 102 mg/l, was recorded on 22 July, 

i which was a day of low incoming r3.diation and low stream discharge. During 

the rainstorm flood solute concentrations increased at first to 91 mg/l, 

then decreased to c. 80 rr,g/ l and remained at that level for the n.,mainder 

of the flood, The values recorded dur:i.ng the rainstorm are in direct 

contrast with those recorded during the snowmelt flood, when for comp<ir-· 

able discharges the solute concentrations were lower by up to 30 - 40%. 

Readings of the pH of the stream water were taken between 11 July 

and 2 August. The readings ranged from 9.05 on 12 July down to 7.3 duri::ig 

the rainstorm flood. The general seasonal trend of pH v.-as downward, and 

the coefficient of correlation between pli and Ca concentrat:i.on was found 

to be -0. 592 (for fifty re:i.dings, significant at the O. 01 confidence level). 

Th:h:ty-two samples> collected between 11 July and 15 August, were 

lv:"oeght back to McMastcr University and tested for dissolved Na, K, Al and 

i·'e on £, P2rldn-El:rrwr 303 at:oraic absorption sp2ctrophotometer at the. e11d of 

ti°1P. 1970 U eld season. Although some of the sarr,ples were eight week~~ old 

http:concentrat:i.on
http:dur:i.ng
http:per:i.od
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by the time they were analyzed, tltey were stored in tightly-capped polye-· 

thylene bottles and deterioration is not thought to have been excessive. 

The results provide a general indication of the smal_lness of the con

centrations of these ions: Na+ ranges from 1. 66 to 3. 98 mg/l, K+ from 

0.25 - 0.8 mg/l, while Al and Fe were either not detectable at all or 

present only in trace quantities. 

Table 7:1 illustrates the predominance of dissolved load over 

suspended load for the greater part oi the 1970 flow season. Transporta

tion of dissolved calcium and magnesium is much greater during flood 

periods than during per;tods of low discharge, but flood transportation of 

suspended material is greater still (cf. the data for 10 July). It is 

not possible to derive mea;:iir.gful figures for the realtive significance 

of tlle two modes of removal over the entire season, considering the lo.ck 

of suspended sediment data for th.e snowmelt flood and the short-term 

variability of suspended-sedinent concentration. Eowever, for the period 

of the 27 .,.... 29 July flood~ calc11lations using the existing data give 

arithmetic means of 24.7 g/s for suspended load and 30.6 g/s for dissolved 

load; The significance of these figures is uncertain, but they suggest 

that the quantity of calcium and IT!agnesimn removed in solution was com

parable with at'_d possibly somewhat greater than the total amount of 

material removed in suspension. ln the case of the snowmelt flood 

suspended sedfon,t transport was probably rather greater than solute 

transport, for conc~ntrations of Ca and Mg in solution we~e proportion

ately lower in the snowmelt flood than ir: the ra.instorm flood. 

Partially corrcplete yccords of dtscharge, suspended sediment 
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concentration and solute concentration were obtained in 1970 from the 

Mecham River, south-east Cornwallis Lsland. These records are graphed 

in Fig. 7;7. Making suitable alterations to allow for the largel: size 

of the Mecham :R., remarks made about the hydrologic and geomorphic 

behaviour of "Jason's Creek" apply to both streams, and observations 

made on the Mecham R. corroborate the account given of the activity of 

11Jason 1 s Creek". 

The maxirm1m discharge of the Mecham R. in 1970 was at least 

26.6 m3 /s on 8 July. The spring flood was slower to reach its peak than 

was the case with "Jasen's Creek"; it commenced on 2 July, when the stream 

burst through an ice dam blocking its course and generated a short-lived 

"flash flood". Flood discharge continued after the subsidence of this 

flash flood fo1: some two weeks, the annual maximum discharge being 

attained thirteen days aiter the commen::ement of flow and six days after 

the start of the flood. 

Well-ma_rked diurnal fluctuations in discharge were observed du-.:ing 

the pe-riod 14 July •· 16 August, when a stage. recorder was in operation, 

as well as during the floocl. period. Dj_•.irnal discharge maxima occurred 

at approxiNateJ.y 2200 - 2300 h (E.S.T.), suggesting that the basin lag 

time was 8 - 9 hours rather than 5 hours as in "Jason's Creek". 

Suspended sediment concentration reached a maximum of 571 p.p.m. 

at 1125 hon 2 July, at th_e height 0£ the flash flood; by 1140 h con

centration had decreased to 328 p.p.m., and by 2100 to ]_ll p.p.m. A 

concentr~tic:in of 540 p.p.m. wai= :r:eco:cde.d on 8 July. Samp1-ing was dis

continued on 13 July but was resurr.ed betweer:. !: and 13 August, during 

which period concentratioc:. ·was never. g.reate.,.. than. 5 p.p.r.1. ~oncentration 

http:resurr.ed
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of dissolved Ca and Mg :ranged from 33 to 90 mg/1. In the period preced

ing the spring flood the range was from 50 to 60 mg/l, and during the 

flood from 33 to 50 rng/l. Between 4 and 13 August concentrations 

recorded were between 70 and 90 mg/l. The relationship of solute con

centration to discharge is discussed in Chapter VIII. 

The load carried by the Mecham R. was naturally greater than that 

carried by "Jason's Creek.11 
; maximum observed values were 8350 g/s for 

suspended load and 818 g/s for solute load. Estim.s.tes of the load at 

peak discharge on 8 July (probably greater than 30 m3/s) are 16200 g/s 

for suspended load and 1350 g/s for solute load. 

http:Creek.11


CHAPTE...'R. VIII 

SOLUTIONAL ACTIVITY rn: THE BASIN OF 11 JASOJ.\' 1 S CRRBK" 

The inverse relationship of solute concentration to discharge 

referred to in Chapter VII, is non-linear in the sense that discharge 

increases more rapidly than solute concer1tration decreases (Fig. 8:1). 

The basis of the relationship is the well known dilution effect which 

results as the yolume of water pa;;si:ig over a relatively constant surface 

area (v;Lz., the channP..l perimeter) is increased: a Iesser proportion of 

the water coJnes into contact wlth the channel perimeter and opportunities 

for solutional xeact;Lon become relatively fewer. The tendency for velocity 

to increase with discharge has an eiiect vr: the rel2tionship; product-

moment. correlat;i..on yields a coefficient of -0. 539 between (Ca + Hg) and 

maxi.mum stream velocity, as age.. inst -0 .346 between (Ca + Ng) and discharge. 

The increase in channel rerimeter area with rising stage also has an effect, 

but the relationship is fairly well described by a power curve. A series 

of least-squares-fitting operations on the data collected i.n 1970 produced 

the following cquat.i.o::J.s for the curve: 

-0 118Ca -· 42 Q ·~- , r "" -0.79.7, (8 :1) 

1 08 c -5.l!
~Q - ..3. 51 ...... a " (8: 2) 

56 q·-O. ll8 -0.825, (8:3)(Ca + !·Xgj ' r 
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9 ,,
9.04 x 10 (Ca + Ng}~S.S (8: 4)Q 

where Q = discharge in m3/ s and Ca, (Ca + Hg). denote solute concentrations 

in mg/l Caco3 ; r == correlation coefficient, number of observations =- 72. 

Ca and (Ca+ Mg) are plotted against dischargi:0 in Fig. 8:2 and Fig. 8:3 

respectively. 

The equations were derived for waters sampled at the mouth of 

"Jason's Creek" over the 1970 flow season and at the mouth of the Mecham 

R., Cornwallis Island, during the 1970 spring flood. The latter group 

of samples was collected and analyzed by S. B. Mccann and P. J. Howarth, 

who hP.ve perrr..ittcd their use in the:: presen~ discussion. Since the basin 

of the Mecham R. is larger than that of "Jason's Cr£ek11 its discharge is 

proportionately greater. The two basins are eroded into the same litho·

logical units and are physiographically rather similar, and these factors 

may be reflected in the fact that it is possible to describe the solute

discharge relationship for both streams with a single equation. 

Calcium/Magnesium Ratios: 

The similarity of the exponents in eqs. 8:1 and 8:3 suggests a 

fairly constant relationship between conc::entrations of Ca and of (Ca + Xg), 

and by extension between Ca and :Mg. This suggesti.on is confirmed by 

Fig. 8:4, in which the two arE plotted against each other. It is clear 

tho.t although there is considerable variability in the ratio Ca/Hg, the 

mean ratio doE:s not change as the sum of these two increases. The mean 

of all the sample J:atios is close to 3.2. Eor "Jason's Creek11 the me.an 

'ls slightly less, appr;:-;xfm;:!tely 3. 0, \.rhile for the other sample groups the 

http:suggesti.on
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mean ratio is higher, ranging up to 3.8 in th_e case o~ rills draining 

talus slopes. No trend with time can be distinguished in the waters of 

"Jason's Creek" CTig. 8:5), and the Ca/Mg ratios for individual samples 

appear to be normally distributed about the mean value (Fig. 8:5, inset). 

The Ca/Mg ratio appears to be a property shared by all the waters of 

the region, and it is probably determined primarily by lit:-iology. Ford 

(1971, in press} came to a similar conclusion with reference to limestone 

waters in the Rocky Mountains, where deviations from a regional mean of 

2.5 could be explained in terms of differences in the rock types over and 

through which the waters had passed. 

I 
I Features of the Limestone Solution Process: 

I 
Apart from the ''Jason's Creek" and Mecham R. samples plotted on 

Figs. 8:2 and 8:3, there are five other groups of samples on these graphs: 

samples from standing water bodies, from rills draining soliflual terrain, 

from r:llls draining talus slopes and from"Jason' s Creek" during the 

27 - 29 July flood, together with several sets of rill samples taken in 

dow11stream sequence. Some of these samples were collected in 1969 by 

S. B. McCann from areas adjacent to the "Jason's Creek11 catchment. The 

anomalous behaviour of "Jason's Creek" during the rainstorm flood is 

well illustrated by the i.soL:tion oi the samples collected at that time 

from the rest of the "Jason's Creek11 samples lying on the slope of eqs. 

8:1-lf, Discussion of this anor_!1aly is postponed for the present. 

The location of the rill water and standing water samples with 

:resl?e.ct to·" the discharge a-zes<""Of f.'igs; 8:2 and--8,~3· is entirely arbitrary. 

The dischs.rges ',Jllic.h c,):;:-responcl tc the ziven Ca .?.~ld (Ca + Mg) C•JnceEtra

http:resl?e.ct
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tion are unknown, and th_e positions of the di:Uerent sample groups thus 

serve illustrative purposes only. One noteworthy .feature of the distribu

tion of solute concentrations in the rills and standing water bodies is 

that talus rills exhibit lower concentrations than do soliflual rills, 

which in turn have concentrations lower than those found in standing 

water. A number of possible explanations may be proposed for the 

distinction between talus water and soliflual water: the finer nature of 

the soliflual ;uaterial may afford greater opportunity for solutional 

reactions to take place, for example, oc the co2 supply from vegetation 

may be more abundant on soliflual terrain, or the observed distinction 

may have arisen by change. 
I 

I Considered as a whole, the highest concentrations among all of the 

samples in Fig's. 8:2 and 8:3 are found in standing water samples. This 

observation) and the general form of the solute-discharge graphs, suggest 

that a relationship exists whereby solute concentration becomes a function 

of the duration or distance over which solution occurs, probably approach

ing so1.ue limiting value as an asymptote. Consideraticn of the results of 

the downstream sequences of sample collect:ion indicates that rate.s of 

solution are initially rapid, for the downstream sequences extend over 

no more th2.n 150 m in any one case, and most extend over less than 100 m. 

If tr1ese sets of samples are taken to belong to the same population as 

the other rill sar,1ples, and if tlte asymptotic relationship between solute 

concentration and dura lion or distance of soJ.utJ_on holds true, it wo:.ilc.l 

a.;pJ?e:.ar ,.froin. t.he concc•1tcati0ns obs8rve0 zt the downstream· end of each 

sequence, that bolution is substantially 11 completed 11 in the first 100 

150 m of rill flow. 

http:a.;pJ?e:.ar
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for the relationshi_p between concentrat;ton and length o,f contact 

to remain valid, initial condit;ions and bounding conditions must remain 

constant. Where initial conditions cliffer or bounding conditions change 

the suggested relationship would be disturbed. In this context discharge, 

for instance, rnay be thought of as a bounding conditions. If discharge 

increases the dilution effect expressed by eqs. 8:1 and 8:3 comes into 

operation, reducing the rate of solution per unit volume of solvent. 

Initial Conditions, Aggressivity and Saturation: 

The impo~tance of changes in initial conditions is particularly 

apparent in the search for an explanation of the anomalous features noted 

during the 27 - 29 July flood. fig. 8:6 depicts the relationship of 

dissolved calcium with the hydrogen ion concentration for samples taken 

at the rnou th of 11Jci son's Creek11 
• The range of the y-axis of Fig. 8: 6 

is from pH 1.0.0 to 7.3) th£ [1{1] values (in moles/litre) having been 

10
multiplied by 10

Three separate samples are also plotted on the graph. Two of these 

samples are of snow::nelt water dripping directly from snowpatches, collected 

on 12 July and 1 August; the third was taken from the rainwater which fell 

on 28 July. The. first snowmel t sarnple had a pH of 7. 85 and a cone entra-· 

tion of 6 mg/l; tbe corresponding values for the rainwater were G.O and 6. 

The [1/] of the rainwater was thus two crders of magnitude greater than 

thnt of the melt:water·, V-'ith Ca concentration being the same in both. The 

second sr:o»trie.] t .se:.mple h2.d a pH of 6. 6 and Ca == 9 mg/l. lt is thought, 

althoti.gh it cannot be conclusively demonstrated, that the h:l.gher [li+] 

cbserve.d :i.n >::his sample is due to dilution of the meltwater proper by the 

rainwater. 

http:althoti.gh
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The solutional behavior of tb_e rainwater runoff samples on 

Fig. 8:6 appears to be quite different from that of the snowmelt runoff. 

Within the range of the graph, Ca concentration is unrelated to fli+] for 

the rainwater runoff, in which Ca ranges frow 58 - 69 rng/l. In the case 

of the snowmelt runoff fli+J is initially relatively low and changes little 

upon contact with tl-Le ground; there is, moreover, a positive correlation 

between Ca concentration and IR+] (v. Ch. VII, Dissolved Load). 

A saturation curve has been drawn onto Fig. 8:6 using Picknett's 

values (1964) for th_e solubility products. (Because pl-1 increases down

ward on the y-axis; points _below the curve are supersaturated.) Super

saturation with respect to calcite is indicated for several of the 

11 Jason's Creek" samp}es; all but two of these supersaturated samples 

were collected between 11 and 13 July. None of the rainwater samples 

fall below the curve, and it appears that the rainwater was considerably 

more aggressive towards calcite than the meltwater. Fig. 8:7 is a graph 

of IR+J against discharg2-, w:lth unsaturated and supersaturated samples 

differentiated from each other; as a generalization it is true to say 

that the supersaturated snowmelt samples occur at higher discharges than 

the unsaturated snowmelc samples. 

No somyi. explanation c;::n be offered for this fact. Clearly the 

reason why the supersaturated samples contain less Ca than the others is 

the higher disci:mrge w;lth whic~. they are associated; the inf;luence of the 

diluti.on effect exJ?resse<l l:y eq. 8;1 is noticectble here. To rephrase the 

problem 1 _however,,__ tlJf'- i::eason_ vzhy _the__ ~£.tc:;rs which con~a;ln less Ca should be 

supers:=i.t-..ir&ted rather th~m unsaturated remains uncl2ar. When snowmelt 

discharge is :relatively low the metlwater Js evidently able to dissolve 
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proportionately more calcite without reaching saturation. This ooserva

tion may ;re;flect some ten1perature-dependent process,· but on the basis 

of the data collected in 1970 it is not possible to provide an answer 

to the problem. 

The disparity between the hydrogen ion concentrations of meltwater 

and rainwater, and the apparent solutional results of this disparity, 

probably reflect a disparity in the concentration of "free1
' co 2• The 

availability of aqueous co and its derivatives is more significant in
2 

limestone solution than is the concentration of the hydrogen ion itself, 

and it is reasonable to postulate a good mutual correlation between the 

two. 
, 
I 

~omparisons with related results from other studies: 

The tendency for rainwater to be acid is well kno-;.m,and can be 

explained in terms of equj_libriation at or near the mean atmospheric 

concentrations of co2 and other ions. Values quoted in the literature 

(e.g. Gorham, 1955) range from pH 4. 0 to 7. O. The pH of melting snow 

appears to be more variable. Ek (1964, 1965) found the pH of melting 

snow and ice in the Savoy Alps and the Italian Dolomites to lie between 

7.65 and 8.9, attributing th2se relatively high values to expulsion of. 

co from the snowpack upon densification. Clement and Vaudour (1968),2 

in contrast, found the pH of n1elting snow and ice in another region of 

the French.Alps to raG:;e from.Lf.4.t:o J.0.a.bout a mean of 5.4. Their 

samples were coJlected in winter·(Dece!llber to April) from very clear 

snow, whereas Ek 1 s were collected in autumn (September} from glacier 
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Clement and Vaudour observed a distinct seasonal trend in their values, 

the mean pli of Decernber sarnples being 5.1 and that of April samples being 

5.8, together with a col;'relation between the age aud type of the snow 

and its pli. The variation in the April salnples was from 4. 8 to 7. 0, 

April being a month of considerable new snowfall. pli also increased from 

fresh through wet to granular snow. 

Ek drew a distinction between ice meltwater and snow meltwater, 

the former having higher pH. lie observed decreases in ph from the glacier 

front up-glacier and downstream,_ .the_ up~glacier decrease being mQr_e marked 

with values as low as 7.35 occurri:ig in the firm zone. The meltwater 

issuing from the glacier front, he argued, was_ likely to be derived largely 

from the snout itself, the oldest part of the glacier. Expulsion of CO,.,
I!. 

from the ice would have rroceeded £2.rthest in the oldest ice, which would 

thus have been the least aggreEsive. 

The evidence of F.k' s results and- ::hose of Clement and Vaudour, 

taken with the evicience f:com ".Jason's Creek", suggests that the pH. of 

newly-fallen snow may i:i. gener.-8.1 bP. comparable with that of rainwater, both 

being equilibriated with respect to co2 roughly about the atmospheric 

concentration of th:Ls compound. As the fallen snow ages it loses co2 

and becomes reduced in aggressivity, until by the time it melts its ability 

to dissolve calcite may be: appreciably less th.an that of raim:ater falling 

at the same time. Ek doubteC: that ti.;_is effac t ,j~uld OE. rriarked in the C3.Se 

1- t- • II T • c . •1 • • .-1 • • ~ o f . snow~ LIU~ :rn _,ason · s ,ree.,,· tr..1.s ~oes inuee_, appe8.r to be the case. 

As noted in Chapte:c u the agE. of the bulk of the snow lying on 11Jason's 

Cre.ek1r in spr,ing is 9 ~' 10 months; i.l. other words, most of it dat2s from 

the previou::: autvmn. Melting '1.Ild regel13.tion processes :i.n the snowpack 
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remnants, once temperatures have crossed tb_e freezing poi.nt, may acceler

ate the escape of co2 from snow which has al.ready undergone a full season 

· of densification. 

Ford (1971, in press) has published one of the relatively few 


accounts of solutional activity which include data o:i the C02 - content 


of limestone waters. Dealing with limestones of the Canadian Western 


Cordillera, his calculations from alkalinity tests indicate that snow 


and clear-ice meltwaters above the treeline have Pco (partial pressure

2 

of co2} values two or more orders of magnitude below the global atmospheric 

mean of 3 x 10-4 atm (Ford, 1971, :Fig. 14). In contrast, forest waters 

below the treeline have Pco one to two o:r.de.rs of magnitude above the 
2 


global mean, while for vegetated tundra and turbid glacial streams the 


value tends to be near to the global mean. The corresponding ranges of 


calcium concentration within which these waters saturat:e with respect to 


calcite are < 50 mg/l (snowmelt water, saturating iJ.1 some cases at 


b: 25 mg/l)' 100 - 140 mg/l (forest·v;ater) and 50 - 90 mg/l (tundra 


water}. 


Concluding discussion: 

The role of aqueous co in the solutio:aof limestones has r-eceived
2 

considerable attention. One aspect of this role is that co2 is potentially 

three times more _solublce in water__at Q0 C t1~tl. at 3.S0 
C. l<auko and Laitinen 

(1935) <letermined· experimentally that its solubility in snow.:::ould-range · -

Uf to 40 tiiaes greater th.:in that in wate.r at o c. ·--- .J ,l_ fo··nd. t.1
.i...L.
'e0 f.'s.,..,,,..,.

• .....1 • .:J'----!· fl 0 _;c:2'
- ;,J. ... .i,, 

solubility of co2 in snow and ice to be at a Ba.xim.mr. :in the :ran;.:.e -·7° to 


o0 c. 
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Corbel (1959} made use of some of these facts to argue that rates 

of limestone erosion were greater under cold climatic conditions than 

under temperate or troi?ical conditions. His paper prompted several 

theoretical and empirical criticisms. B8gli (1960) pointed out that 

the effect of enhanced solubility would be counteracted by a decrease in 

the rate of the Caco3 - solution process. Sweeting and Gerstenhauer 

(1960) and Sweeting (1966) argued for the importance of non-climatic 

variables, such as lithology, as controls on the rate of solution. Douglas 

(1968) discus_sed some of these other· variables~ instancing vegetation type, 

rainfall regime and ground water and surface runoff regimes, and stress

ing the importance of co2 supply from overlying soil in the solution of 

bedrock, Pitty (1966, 19681, has also emphasized this latter factor. One 

of the empirical refutations of Corbel's arguments has come from D. I. 

Smith (1969), who showed that di.ssolved calcium and magnesium in the waters 

of north-west Somerset Island, N. W. T., were present in quantities whLJ1 

were low relative to those commonly observed-o.t lower latitudes. 

Although :Muxart, Stchouzkoy and Franck-(1969) have recently writ.ten 

in support of Corbel, the concensus of opinion has formed against him. The 

empirical evidence from "Jason's Creek", and theoretical extrapolations 

made from that evidence, are also per-suasive age inst Corbel. It may ~e 

concluded as a result of -the ~ontroversy, not so much thai: Corbel vl.o,s in 

error, but ra t!:1er that l;i.mestone solution syster.is c:re far more co~npJ.ex 

than h_e suspect:ed. A general theoretical account of limestur.c soluticrt 

as a geomorpb.ic process must consider xnauy varJab1_es :i;-ather th.an f<;v;. Un

solved questions re;t!r.1.in eyeri. ;i.11 the reJ.']t;i_yel: simple cas2 ':i~ t~1e hi~)> 

latitude solution system. 

http:re;t!r.1.in
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CH.Al?TER IX 

CONCLUSION 

During the eight to ten weeks of the annual thaw season, "Jc>.son' s 

Creek" and streams like it in the Eigh Arctic play import.ant geomc.rphic 

roles in the active landscape. The quantity of solutes and detritus 

removed by them is appreciable, and their geoniorphic significance grc:ater 

than is implied by the amount of attention hitherto paid to thE:m. 

/ The i::ource of runoff for ~'Jason 1 s Creek" is the m2ltj_ng of snow 
/ 

accumulated in winter, and rainwater falling during the thaw season. The 

former accounts for the spring flood, in which the greater part of. annual 

runoff is discharged, and a diurnally-fluctuating discharge during the 

remainder of the thaw season. This diurnal fluctuation has been shown to 

be related to meteorological inputs to the snowpack, with a basin trans

portation lag of five hours. Radiation provides a better index of snciw

1nelt discharge; than d.Jcs tcu:pe:rature. 

Spring and summer rainfalls generate rapid basin response, obs2rvE:d 

in the form of shs.,~ply·-d12.U..nccl 2.nd short·-lived flc:-od hyG.rog~·c:phs. The 

pr:esence of pe:::mafrost and th.2 absence of vegetation encourage th;i.3 rapid 

anci efficient response. The basj_n lag t;i.~ne for a rains tom:. at the end 

of .July was five hours~ the same as for the day-to-day discharge of 

meltwater. 

121., 
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TABLE 9:1 

SUXMARY Of RVENTS DURING THE 197 0 FLOW SEASON 

"Jason's Creek" Mecham R. 

First day of streamflow 26 June 25 June· 

First major flood peak 2 July 2 July 

Snowmelt flood period 2 17 July 2 16 July 

Maximum discharge 1. 42 (2 July) 26.6 (8 July) 
(m3/s} 

Y.iaximum recorded 291 (10 July) 571 (2 July) 
suspended sediment 
concentration (p. p .m.) 

Maximum suspended load 275 (est., 16200 (est., 9 July) 
(g/s} 10 July) 

}'f..,,;'lXimum recorded solute 102 (22 July) 90 (5 August) 
concentration (i.'ng/l 
CaC03 ). 

:Max:i.Jnum solute load 73.4 (10 July} 1350 (est., 8 July) 
(g/s) 

First freeze-up 16 August 

:Mor;t of the geomoYphic work done by "Jason's Creek" is probably done 

<.krjng the s~Jn_::1g flood and the occasional rainstorm floods. At high 

stream vel()cit::it::s movement of bed load is considerable but dHficult to 

SHmple -quantitc:~tively. Suspenaed sediment transport is only signif~ca:-u:: 

at: i-ijgh yelocity but re.:ic.tws Jna.xi_mu:n values much greater than those ~'.01. 

movement of dissolved sedim~nt. 
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Solute concentration va:r;les inversely and non-linearly with dis

charge, and is also·partially a function of duration or distance of 

contact between solvent and solute surface. Rainwater is a more effective 

solvent tiLa.n old, melting snow. Heltwater issuing from the snowpack is 

less aggr_essive _towards; calcite than is rainwat.:er, probably because co 2 

is lost from the snowpack as it ages. Limestone solution processes, and 

fluvial processes in general) behave in the High Arctic in ways which are 

essentially similar in ki.nd to those observed elsewhere, although they 

differ in degree and in detail. 
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